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Our ocean sustains life. But now they are being filled,
killed by plastic pollution. 33 billion pounds every year.
Join the campaign to save the oceans. Oceana.org/plastics
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“Never bet against New York.
This town always comes back—stronger than ever.”
LARRY A. SILVERSTEIN
CHAIRMAN, SILVERSTEIN PROPERTIES
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AUTUMN

SONG

AHHH, AUTUMN: my favorite season. In nature, spring is the
season of new life and autumn symbolizes the end...death,
hibernation etc. No disrespect intended, Mother Nature, but
I do not agree. For me, autumn means a new crispness in the
air, new colors, new scents and sounds, new attitudes. Geese
honking as they fly south, colorful trees decked out in warm
golds, reds, and purples, the sultry aroma of fireplaces and
apples and the sort of musky, earthy, mulchy scent of leaves
piling up in parks and along sidewalks. And the light is nothing
short of spectacular. In the city, autumn recalibrates the colors
of golden hour, that period just before sunset, with warm
tones of apple cider, rose gold, and maple leaf red. And postsunset, regal purple fades into velvety indigo and finally black.
Autumn is my favorite time to make photos, especially on the
Lower East Side, and in SoHo, Chinatown, and TriBeCa, where
the light isn’t blocked by super-tall monoliths.
In magazine world, the summer months are always
extremely busy as we go about the work of producing our
jam-packed fall issues, so for editors, summer vacation usually
happens in September and October. This is perfectly fine with
me as I’d much rather be roaming around in 60- and 70-degree
weather, as opposed to say, 105 degrees. That used to be a
rare occurrence, and now seems to be a fairly common state
of affairs across the country and indeed, the planet. Which is
why I hibernate from late June through early September, only
emerging once the mercury has started its descent.
So here is the fruit of our summer labors: an issue that is
filled with interesting people, fascinating places, and excellent
food to eat along the way. We explored food halls in New York,
Los Angeles, and Miami and report on our favorites. (Pro Tip:
Do not sleep on the Tin Building by Jean-Georges. Delish!)
And we were so thrilled to work with Mary McCartney for our
cover. We photographed her in Telluride, Colorado, where her
film about the history of Abbey Road Studios, If These Walls
Could Sing, premiered at the Telluride Film Festival. There’s
also plenty to do around town. In New York, LA, and Miami, the
art and culture scene is in full swing.

Discover Public Art in Lower Manhattan
8
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW MATUSIK.

As we move through autumn into the holidays, I hope you
can get outside and absorb all the colors this season brings.
Enjoy! DT

Deborah L. Martin
Editor in Chief

Follow me on Instagram
@debmartinnyc, @thedowntownmag,
and on
thedtmag.com
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ASCEND

Grace A. Capobianco

CEO and Founder
DOWNTOWN Magazine

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT if you wake up each day knowing that whatever
happened yesterday is behind you, and today is a clean slate. Today, even
more women are breaking the glass ceiling, and ascending to heights that
the women who came before us met with opposition.
Each issue we get to work with talented and diverse people, from our
clients and daily co-workers (including our remarkable interns!) to the
people we feature on our pages. And some of these brilliant humans have
become dear friends, and they expand my vision of the world, pull me
through challenging times, and help me to keep my eye on the goal, and
push beyond it.
In 2022, we expanded to Los Angeles and Miami, redesigned and
launched a new website, tweaked our Instagram, started a TikTok,
expanded our social media audience, added new members to our board
of advisors, and increased our digital coverage of our cities, all while
putting out new print issues.
Speaking of moving forward, we stand firmly in support of human
rights, especially for women and children, Indigenous people, people
of color, and the LGBTQIA+ community here at home and globally.
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We believe in equality for all. We are all part of the family of humans,
descended from one source, no matter what part of the world your
ancestors came from. And of course, we cannot forget our four-legged
friends and we continue or longtime support of animal rights.
Autumn is the season for giving thanks and spending holidays with family
and dear friends. My, how time flies! It is already our fourth year hosting
BARKTOBERFEST. This year, like the other three, we have almost doubled
our furry contestants. We want to take a moment to say thank you all for your
continued support and to our new partners. But thank you to The Seaport for
hosting us again this year. We will see your paws on the runway!
We are blessed with the opportunity to bring another issue to life, and
we continue to move forward and up. Ascend! DT
Follow me on Instagram
@graciedtm, @thedowntownmag,
and on
thedtmag.com
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ADVISORY BOARD

ADVISORY BOARD
BOARD CHAIR
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JONATHAN
NØRMØLLE

is a Danish New Yorker
and longtime Downtown
Manhattan agent, specializing
in luxury homes, new
developments, and investor
properties. An international
model since he was 16,
Nørmølle has established
a thriving and prominent
network in the fashion world
and several high-end luxury
industries. His fascination
with architecture is what
inspired him to transition to
real estate.

NICK GRIFFIN
As the Downtown
Center Business
Improvement District’s
Executive Director, Nick
Griffin spearheads the
organization’s marketing,
economic development
and strategic initiatives,
to attract companies,
retailers, investors and
residents to Downtown
Los Angeles. Prior to the
DCBID, Nick spent more
than 25 years in business
development in the
real estate, media and
technology industries.

DARA MCQUILLAN
project outside the window. These artists
included Diana Horowitz, Marcus Robinson,
Jacqueline Guorevitch, Todd Stone and Kerry
Irvine, who is featured in these pages.
In 2020, Larry’s grandson Cory and
his friend Josh Pulman launched Silver Art
Projects, a non-profit organization dedicated to
supporting emerging artists. Every fall, over 25
young artists move into a massive free studio
on the 28th floor of 4 WTC.
The residency space is dedicated to art
making, providing artists with customized

studios and the tools, platform, and resources to
expand their practices and further their careers.
The floor also features community spaces for
study, display and dialogue, and allows artists
to collaborate while enjoying sweeping, 360-degree views of the New York City skyline.
This initiative, and the many others supported by the Lower Manhattan business community,
extend our collective history of supporting art
and artists, and ensures they remain an integral
part of the fabric of Downtown Manhattan –
through every season. DT

CATHERINE MCVAY
HUGHES

PHOTOGRAPH BY JOE WOOLHEAD

AS SUMMER TURNS TO FALL, many aspects
of our lives change, and life Downtown is no
exception. Languid strolls around Battery Park
City become faster and crisper. The underground walkways through the Oculus get more
crowded, and the wind that whips around our
skyscrapers starts to bite.
The people who call this neighborhood
home – by living or working here – are very
good at adapting and evolving, much like the
area itself. They are also very good at using this
place as their studio and their canvas.
This issue of DOWNTOWN introduces us
to some of these creative people, and explores
how they have adapted: to a new environment,
a new way of life, or unforeseen circumstances.
They tell us how they have overcome enormous challenges, and grew and flourished
– personally and creatively.
21 years ago, Lower Manhattan was for the
most part a 9-5 office district, the headquarters
of New York City finance, politics and law. Today, this is a place of transformation, renewal,
technology, creativity and art.
When my company took ownership of the
World Trade Center in July 2001, 15 of our “tenants” were artists working in studios on the 91st
and 92nd floors of Tower 1. They were there
as part of “World Views,” a residency program
managed by the Lower Manhattan Cultural
Council that placed visual artists in donated
office spaces.
One of the program artists, the Jamaicanborn sculptor Michael Richards was working in
the studio on September 11. His project was a
memorial to the Tuskegee Airmen, a segregated unit of African-American pilots in World War
II. Tragically, Michael lost his life that morning,
along with so many other incredibly talented
and warm-hearted individuals.
After 9/11, we provided those displaced
World Trade Center artists with a new home at
120 Broadway. For several years, they worked
out of studio space on the eighth floor and
performing arts space on the ground floor.
When Larry Silverstein rebuilt 7 World
Trade Center, he felt it was important to
embrace and incorporate art into the building’s
design. His architect David Childs collaborated
with Jamie Carpenter – who works out of a
studio on Hudson Street – on the building’s
stainless steel façade, as well as on the lobby
art installation, a work by Jenny Holzer that
greets people in the building each morning.
When we opened 7 WTC in 2006, we
invited a handful of fine artists to work in raw,
unoccupied space in the building to paint,
photograph and film the massive construction

DARA MCQUILLAN
Chief Marketing &
Communications Officer
Silverstein Properties, Inc

is a member of the Board of
Directors for Battery Park City
Authority, and the
Lower Manhattan
Development Corporation,
South Street Seaport
Museum, NYC’s Climate
Coalition for the SeaportFinancial District, Financial
District Neighborhood
Association, CERES Presidents
Council, Princeton Climate
Institute, Lower Manhattan
Historic Association.

SAUL SCHERL
Saul Scherl is President
of the New York Tri-State
Region at The Howard
Hughes Corporation.
Scherl has more
than twenty years of
experience in the realms
of retail, residential,
hospitality, and mixeduse real estate.

ALEKSANDRA
LACKA
is a future-focused
strategist facilitating
innovation for brands
and organizations across
the tech and space
industries. She advocates
for a human centric
approach to innovation.

LUIGI
ROSABIANCA
Longtime downtown
resident and founding
board member,
Rosabianca lends his
expertise on a wide array
of subjects including real
estate, political affairs,
and architectural history,
and is a frequent editorial
contributor.

LAURA FORESE
Executive Vice President
and Chief Operating
Officer of NewYorkPresbyterian as well as an
orthopaedic surgeon, Dr.
Forese oversees a leading
system in quality, safety,
efficiency, and service.

FRANK CELENZA

DREW NIEPORENT

Dual-certified in
Orthodontics and
Periodontics, Celenza
teaches post-graduate
studies at institutions such
as New York University
and Rutgers. He has
offices in New York City,
Scarsdale, and New
Jersey.

A renowned restaurateur,
“The Mayor of Wall
Street” opened his first
downtown restaurant
in the ’80s. Nieporent’s
Myriad Restaurant Group
includes the TriBeCa Grill
and Nobu.

JEFF SIMMONS

RORY MCCREESH

Executive Vice
President of Anat
Gerstein, Simmons has
spent three decades
in private and public
sector communications,
previously serving at the
Alliance for Downtown
New York.

Rory McCreesh founded
Duce Construction
Corporation, specializing
in designing and
constructing high-end
homes and apartments in
Manhattan, Westchester,
Connecticut and New
Jersey.

ELIZABETH VELEZ

DR. AMY B. LEWIS

President of the Velez
Organization and a
member of the Board for
Catholic Charities, New
York City Police Foundation,
and the New York City
Property Tax Reform
Commission. Appointed to
NY Stands with Puerto Rico
Recovery & Rebuilding
Committee, Velez was
recognized as one of the
“Manhattan Power 50.”

Dr. Lewis is a nationally
renowned medical expert
in cosmetic dermatology.
A Yale School of Medicine
grad, she has been
featured in national
media as a dermatology
expert, and has built a
premier private practice
specializing in cosmetic
and laser dermatology.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Connect Wth Nature
Mountain Chic

GABRIELLE CHAMBERLAIN Is
an English, London School of Makeup and
Scott Barnes trained makeup artist, based
in Telluride, Colorado and travels globally.
Gabrielle, just 22, has already worked
with photographer David Yarrow, and
photographer/Director Mary McCartney as
seen on this edition’s front cover, page 50.

KEVIN JIMENEZ Hi I’m Kevin. Come
visit my Instagram @polakev and enjoy
with me my hyperlapse and aerial photos
and videos of Miami, page 16.

MIMI FISHER is a veteran fashion
stylist whose work can be seen in
L’officiel, Noise, and Hamptons magazine, among others. Her costume design
and styling is featured in Roger Waters’
tour movies, The Wall, and Us + Them.
Mimi’s work frequently combines her
two passions, music and fashion, and in
this issue, she styled our cover star, Mary
McCartney, page 50.
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ANDREW MATUSIK loves collaborat-

ing with talented stylists, models, and
artists and is devoted to creating striking
images through great composition and
beautiful light. For this issue, he photographed our cover talent Mary McCartney.
Story starts page 50.

JANETTE BECKMAN British-born

photographer/five-time author Janette Beckman
began her career in the punk rock era working for
music magazines The Face, Melody Maker, shooting
bands from The Clash to multiple Police album
covers; she’s also documented the underground hiphop scene. Her work is in the permanent collections
of the Smithsonian National Museum of African
American History and Culture, the Museum of the
City of New York and the British National Portrait
Gallery. She photographed jeweler Johnny Valentine
on page 19. Her new monograph covering 40 years
of photography, Rebels From Punk To Dior was
published by Drago in November 2021.

T h e B ea u t y o f Te l l u r i d e , Co l o r a d o
O u t s i d e Yo u r D o o r
Where Rocky Mountain Chic meets an European Style
alpine ski lodge. Anticipating every need, we offer
a downtown Telluride boutique lodging experience, surrounded by nature.
Discover your outdoor adventure while enjoying
Telluride’s premiere, full-service, award winning hotel.
Reserve Your Telluride Getaway Today! TheHotelTelluride.com • 970.369.1188
FALL 2022 DOWNTOWNNYC
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VIEWFINDER

MIAMI

Magic
Here’s to the view

by Grace A. Capobianco photography by Kevin Jimenez

MIAMI IS EXPERIENCING
ONE OF THE BIGGEST HIGHRISE BOOMS SINCE 1896,
when local landowner Julia Tuttle convinced Henry Flagler to
expand his East Coast Railway to Miami, the population was just 444.
Miami’s skyline is currently #3 in the United States, Chicago #2, with New York
taking the #1 spot. Miami is an international destination that attracts millions
of visitors each year, many of whom since the pandemic is making downtown
Miami their home. There is nothing like seeing a city’s skyline in person,
for those that cannot we bring you Miami’s breathtaking
skyline by Kevin Jimenez. DT
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HUMANS

Chain

CHAIN GANG Valentine’s work
runs the gamut from chunky
and bold to light and elegant,
and includes chains for the
neck, wrist, fingers, and ears.

REACTION
Johnny Valentine is creating
covetable jewelry in SoHo.
by Deborah L. Martin photography by Janette Beckman

FINANCIAL DISTRICT’S PREMIER HAIR SALON
Fabio Doti Salon’s expert stylists create forward-thinking sophisticated looks for men and
women of any hair type and style. The salon is the Financial District’s only salon to use industry
leading products from Keratase, complete with top-notch service in a modern italian setting.
108 GREENWICH STREET 3RD FLOOR NY, NY 10006

HANDS AT WORK Valentine
makes each link by hand,
in their SoHo loft.
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JOHNNY VALENTINE MOVED TO NEW YORK IN 2007 and landed in
SoHo which as it turns out, was the perfect place to continue a journey
that began in a small town in Missouri and took a detour through the
Liberace museum in Las Vegas. Valentine, who uses the pronouns
they/them, left small town life when they were 18 years old. “In Vegas
I lived right next to the Liberace Museum. Since I didn’t have a lot of
friends there, I used to go visit the museum often, and it gave me some
sort of weird peace to be there.” Valentine reveals that Liberace lit a
creative spark in their journey. “I was so just overwhelmed with the selfexpression through his clothing and accessories, and the way he created
his own world. I think it released something in me where I thought ‘I could
be expressing myself this way.’ I definitely didn’t feel the freedom to do
that in the place where I grew up.”
Upon arriving in New York City, Valentine took a job at the legendary
Mudhoney hair salon on Sullivan Street, which catered to a wide range of
clients including punk rock musicians and club scene devotees. “I think
working there for 15 years, from such a young age, I was able to really
soak up all the cool that New York has to offer. I figured out my own sense
of personal style expression.” When they took a jewelry making class at
the 92nd Street Y, a career path was revealed.
Valentine’s jewelry is made from recycled fine metals—silver and
gold—and they make each link by hand. The chains run the gamut from
thick and chunky to sinuously delicate, and all of their jewelry moves
with elegant grace. Which makes sense, since Valentine was a dancer.
They share, “I think because I was a competitive dancer I’ve always been
interested in movement, so creating a piece of jewelry that doesn’t feel
static feels really good to me.” Choreographer and dancer Michael Clark
is also an inspiration for Valentine. “[Clark’s] work is so subversive and
brilliant, and if I have a day where I feel really creatively low I will just go
find footage of him dancing on YouTube. I can watch any of his work and
feel so inspired by it, and suddenly I’m ready to make something.”
Valentine gives props to New York City and the loft building where
they live and work, for the push to follow their dream. “New York is a huge
inspiration for me. At one point my entire building was only filled with
artists. The creative lives within my building make me feel very inspired
on the daily, just thinking about the pieces of art that were made here.”
Though the creative life can be a lonely life, Valentine feels the
connection to the New York City scene. “Every single piece that I make is
just made by me inside my loft, and so I think that sometimes that feels a
little strange and lonely, but what keeps me going is thinking about all the
other artists that did that in my building. It’s an amazing feeling to be part
of that legacy.”
Valentine’s work is heavily influenced by 1970s punk and rock and
roll culture, and she has made chains for some big name clientele, like
Nile Rodgers, who was photographed in a simple tee shirt and one of
their chains for DOWNTOWN’s summer issue. Valentine says, “I love the
toughness that a chain can bring to a very simple outfit.”
For more information and to order custom or ready-to-ship jewelry,
visit johnnyvalentinechains.com DT
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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Counterintuitive Visionary:

JOHANNA BURTON

Walking the line between risk and stability, telling history
and imagining the future, art historian Johanna Burton
embraces her role as MOCA’s first woman Director.
by Linda Sheridan

JUST ABOUT TO COMPLETE HER FIRST YEAR
as the Maurice Marciano Director of the Museum
of Contemporary Art (MOCA) in downtown Los
Angeles, Johanna Burton is MOCA’s first woman
Director. For years, she had been drawn to the
museum. Established in 1979, MOCA continues
to have one of the most respected postwar art
collections in the world.
“Everything MOCA represents as a museum
I admired my entire life,” says Burton, who
previously was the Director of the Wexner
Center for the Arts in Columbus, OH. Burton
has worked tirelessly in the contemporary
art field for more than 20 years, holding
additional positions including the Keith Haring
Director and Curator of Education and Public
Engagement at The New Museum in New York.
A perpetual student, she holds multiple degrees,
including an M.A. in Art History from Princeton
University (Ph.D, ABD); and a M. Phil from New
York University in Performance Studies; and an
M.A. in Art History, Criticism, and Theory from
the State University of New York, Stony Brook.
She’s also published extensively.
“I’ve seen a lot of MOCA shows [over the
years, their] Minimalism show, WACK! (Art and
the Feminist Revolution), Murakami. I studied a
lot of shows-Paul Schimmel’s Helter Skelter just
turned 30. MOCA was incredible; risky, edgy, kind
of down and dirty…globally known, it really cares
about its city, and attracts people like me to LA.”
Burton, who had moved to New York to go to
grad school, “grew up in Reno, Nevada; pretty
far cry from the New York art world,” she laughs.
“I went to University of Nevada, Reno, art grad;
I was their first art history major ever. I always
knew I wanted to be an art historian; I really
wanted to spend time with living artists, that
led me into curatorial practice. That’s the most
exciting part of my job.”
When it comes to influences, Burton is
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inspired by female artists such as Sacramento,
CA writer Joan Didion, who wrote about the
Hollywood counterculture, repo photographer
Sherrie Levine, and contemporary painter
Kara Walker (her works focus on race, gender,
sexuality, violence, identity); artists who dare to
explore “how power can be shifted through art.”
When Burton initially signed on to join
MOCA, she was going to work alongside Klaus
Bisenbach, a high profile name in the museum
world (Chief Curator at Museum of Modern
Art, a former direct at MoMA PS1), when he
left for a director position in Berlin at the Neue
Nationalgalerie two weeks later. Burton was then
offered the chance to take the position, making
her MOCA’s first woman director, and the fourth
person in that role since 2008. Navigating the
museum during the height of a pandemic hasn’t
been easy, but she takes it all in stride.
“It’s been crazy. I live, breathe, work MOCA. I
lived here alone the first month, my spouse was
with our child [finishing fifth grade] in Ohio. It
was like being in camp, working, getting to know
the city. They’re here now. We go for hikes in
the morning. It feels overwhelming, in a good
way, I’m already emotionally attached to it. The
community really wants it to succeed.”
“Every one of my predecessors brought a lot
to the table,” continues Burton, who works with
a team of seven. “I’m highly collaborative, love
building teams. I really want to think outside of just
a single perspective. We just hired a chief curator,
Clara Kim, from The Tate in London-she will be a
major thought partner. These shows will lead into
their own trajectories; it’s never based on my own
taste, but what’s good for the institution.”
MOCA has two primary spaces -MOCA
Grand, “a 25,000 square feet, more classic, post
modernist building built in 1986; its gallery
spaces are beautiful, climate controlled, presents
contemporary works.”

Then, there is MOCA Geffen Contemporary,
in LA’s Little Tokyo historic district, “a former
police warehouse, that’s massive-nearly 50,000
square foot exhibition space, experiential
space,” says Burton. It was designed by noted
California architect Frank Gehry. Currently
showing there is Tala Madani: Biscuits; it’s
the first North American survey of the Iranian
born artist’s paintings and animations. “She
kind of thinks about satire, political humor, in
global terms; it’s funny, raw, nasty, in a good
way.” Also on display is work by LA native
Judith F. Baca: World Wall, a portable mural
Baca collaborated with other artists during
her travels between 1987-2014. “She’s an icon
in LA, a muralist, goes back 50 years. I took a
walk with her when she first arrived, I was just
so incredibly inspired.”
While the pandemic is not over, MOCA has
taken its precautions. “This past summer, MOCA
was back to five days a week, now six in the fall.
We want to be really safe, [still wearing] masks,
keep staff feeling motivated about art, it occupies
a funny space in the world. It can be a challenge,
there was uncertainty there for a while. Artists
are more relevant than ever.”
This past September, two new exhibits
opened: Garrett Bradley: American Rhapsody;
it’s the first museum exhibition for the New
Orleans born/LA based artist/filmmaker. “Garrett
is a rising star, very mature in her practice.” The
other is Henry Taylor B Side, spanning 30 years
of the work of the sculptor/painter. It’s also the
first large-scale museum exhibition in Taylor’s
hometown. “It’s amazing.”
In addition to the exhibits, “we have
an incredible performance program,” in a
dedicated 15,000 square space, the Wonmi Kwon
Warehouse, at The Geffen. MOCA brought aboard
Alex Sloane as their new Associate Curator of
Performance and Programs, who has created “a

“I’m highly
collaborative, love
building teams.
I really want
to think outside
of just a single
perspective.”
whole slate of programs, working with dancers,
choreographers, musicians.”
In just seven years, MOCA will be turning
50-”contemporary museum middle aged,” says
Burton, who has on her mind “how to refine, and
articulate the Museum’s mission.” She thinks
about its “history, goals, exhibitions that people
can access, technology that we should be putting
our arms around, our digital archive, expanding
offerings online. It’s about history and the future,
stability and risk, backward and forward.”
“It’s a hard cultural moment, but I got back
to the DNA of what the place has always beenexperimental,” emphasizes Burton. “Making
a challenge as exciting and innovative
on the inside, as the outside. To be truly
breathtaking, experimental. But also, building
stability. I’m excited about looking at both
sides of that coin.” DT
Judith F. Baca: World Wall runs at MOCA
Geffen through Feb. 19, 2023. Garrett Bradley:
American Rhapsody runs at MOCA now
through Feb. 19, 2023. Henry Taylor B Side
runs Nov. 6 through April 30, 2023. For more
information on MOCA, visit moca.org.

PHOTO BY ALEX WELSH

JUDITH F. BACA, 1990, World Wall: A Vision of the Future Without Fear, “Triumph of the Heart,” 1987-1990, by Judith F. Baca, one of nine panels from the World Wall: A Vision of the Future Without Fear (1987-ongoing.)
Image courtesy of the SPARC Archives SPARCinLA.org. At The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA through Feb. 19, 2023.
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LAUTENBERG’S LADY LIBERTY is on display at the New-York Historical Society
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Third Act:

BONNIE LAUTENBERG
Splitting her time between New York and Florida, the
photographer and artist is now working on bringing
a show about Andy Warhol to Broadway.
by Julia Meyer

BONNIE LAUTENBERG has had a
longstanding career as a photographer of
politicians and celebrities. She’s also an artist,
with various shows this past year in New York,
Connecticut, Chicago, and this November, will
be featured in a show at the Jewish Museum
of Florida in Miami Beach. She’s also working
on producing a musical about the life of Andy
Warhol to Broadway.
Lautenberg’s interest in photography began
when she met acclaimed photographer Erika
Stone, who photographed her while she was
pregnant. “Erika took these beautiful pictures
of me. I was photographing my kids with a
point and shoot, and I think she inspired me
to take better pictures,” Lautenberg says.
She enrolled in classes at the International
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Center of Photography. Over the last 25 years,
Lautenberg’s photography has taken her to
places including Antarctica, Israel, Cambodia,
South Africa, Cuba, and other locations.
Lautenberg speaks fondly of her years
being married to the late longtime New Jersey
Senator Frank Lautenberg, who served from
1982 to 2001, and then again from 2003 until his
death in 2013. They dated for 16 years prior to
marrying in 2004. “I’m thrilled that I married him.
It’s just such an honor to be his wife. He was such
an accomplished, fabulous man.” Lautenberg
accompanied him on trips to China, Greenland,
and congressional retreats.
As a Washington insider, Lautenberg was able
to capture many unique moments and figures
in American politics through her camera lens.

Her life in close proximity to the epicenter of
U.S. government action prompted her to write a
book on the experience with co-writer Dick Olin
to be released by Rutgers University Press next
year. Of all of her experiences photographing
moments in Washington, her most profound was
getting the chance to photograph every Senator
in the 109th Congress.
Lautenberg recalled, “I said to Frank I want
to photograph all of your colleagues and ask
them what their legacy piece of legislation is. He
said you’ll never photograph them all.” Proving
her husband wrong, Lautenberg managed to
get every member of the senate to agree to be
photographed in the span of four months. She
went as far as going to the offices of both the
Democrat Minority Leader, Harry Reid, and the

Republican Majority Leader, Bill Frist, to convince
them to be a part of the project. The project was
titled How They Changed Our Lives: Senators As
Working People, which was exhibited at Mana
Contemporary in Jersey City, New Jersey in
September 2008 shortly before the November
2008 Presidential election. Currently, the project
is in the Library of Congress in Washington, D. C.
where it can be viewed online.
In addition to photographing politicians,
Lautenberg has photographed many pop stars in
a series entitled Pop Rocks. In 2010, Lautenberg
got front-row seats with her husband to see
Lady Gaga at Radio City Music Hall, where
she photographed the singer. Over the years
Lautenberg has been able to add to her project,
photographing musicians such as Miley Cyrus,
Justin Bieber, and Katy Perry.
Of all her projects, Lautenberg’s ARTISTICA!
series has put her on the map as an artist.
Created over the span of five years, the series

consists of 90 individual collages that juxtapose
movie scenes against famous works of art. For
instance, Lautenberg plays matchmaker to the
1957 movie Funny Face, by combining Audrey
Hepburn’s bold pose with Clifford Still’s painting
PH971, both glamorous and majestic.
ARTISTICA! eventually caught the eye of one
of South Florida’s leading cultural landmarks, the
Boca Raton Museum of Art. The museum gave
her a show called Bonnie Lautenberg: Art Meets
Hollywood that displayed 28 digital collages in
an exhibit this past year. “This museum show has
been extraordinary for me. I would say that it’s
put me on the map as an artist. Every artist needs
something to put them on the map and I’d say
this is the project that has done that.”
Lautenberg’s various works are currently in
eight museums. Her work was recently shown
at the Jean Albano Gallery in Chicago, and at
David Benrimon Fine Art in New York, and in
the show Rethinking America alongside works

by Warhol, Lichtenstein, Longo, Kass, and Ed
Ruscha. Another series of hers, Lady Liberty,
which depicts the Statue of Liberty wearing an
American Flag Mask is on display at the NewYork Historical Society. Lautenberg also had a
showing of ARTISTICA! At Monika Olko Gallery
in Sag Harbor, N.Y., and will have additional
ARTISTICA! and Lady Liberty displays in
October at C. Parker Gallery in Greenwich, C.T.
Further, due to the success garnered from her
Art Meets Hollywood show, Lautenberg was
able to secure another upcoming show at the
Jewish Museum of Miami in November.
Next, she is co-producing a new Broadway
musical about the life of Andy Warhol with her
current partner, veteran entertainment agent
Steve Leber, who knew Warhol personally. The
inspiration behind the musical, Lautenberg
explained, was that upon Senator Lautenberg’s
death, he left behind lithographs of Warhol’s
Campbell’s Soup Cans, which his children
placed up for auction. Leber and Lautenberg
attended the auction of the lithographs,
which prompted Leber to write the musical.
Approved by the Warhol Foundation, the show
is in development and is slated to premiere
in 2023 and be directed by Sir Trevor Nunn,
with a book by Rupert Holmes. “We’ve been
working on this Warhol musical for all these
years, sitting with the creative people that
are involved in Warhol, Trevor Nunn, Rupert
Holmes, etc… It’s been a joy.”
Driven by new projects, Lautenberg feels
gratitude. “I feel very blessed that I have this
passion, this creative bone in my body, that I
want to do this, at this stage of life. When you’re
creative, it just keeps going; you can’t stop it.” DT
For more information on Bonnie Lautenberg,
visit bonnielautenberg.com.

LAUTENBURG’S ARTISTICA! SERIES juxtaposes movie scenes
against famous works of art. Here, 1952’s Singing in the Rain
with Yayoi Kusama’s The Sea.
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LES HALLES
The popularity of food halls continues to grow.
Here we’ve included some of the newest ones to
sprout up in downtown NYC, LA, and Miami.
by Linda Sheridan and Julia Meyer

ONE TREND THAT SEEMS TO BE GROWING EXPONENTIALLY, is the
popularity of food halls. Look at the outdoor alternative Smorgasburg-which
first began in 2011 Domino Park, Brooklyn (an offshoot of Brooklyn Flea), and
has now expanded to Prospect Park, WTC, downtown Los Angeles in 2016, and
most recently, Miami, spring 2022.
A good meal brings us pleasure, brings us comfort; it’s even better when
shared with friends and family. There’s the additional thrill of trying a new kind

of cuisine. But sometimes we don’t always have the luxury of time on our hands
to seek new places to try, and can get caught in the cycle of eating the same meal
for lunch at our desks. Hence the beauty of food halls, which give us a chance
to support smaller local businesses, try new foods (or seek out our favorite
cravings) bringing myriad options-to our fingertips. An attractive Instagramworthy food hall can also boost traffic. We’ve included here a roundup of some
of the newest food halls in downtown New York, Los Angeles, and Miami.

NYC
URBANSPACE AT 100 PEARL STREET
One block over from bustling Stone Street in FiDi is the brand new
15,000 square foot Urbanspace at 100 Pearl Street, connecting Water and
Pearl Streets, that opened this past summer. It currently features 16 local
vendors. Some of the big players include Plant Junkie, featured in other
Urbanspace food halls and offers a host of vegan options. It was started by
Chef Hiranth Jayasinghe, who sought to merge comfort food with his Sri
Lankan roots and influences. He later paired up with New Yorker Nat Milner
of Artie Cutler’s NYC restaurant empire. This is their third NYC location, in
addition to one in Chicago. Que Chevere (How Fantastic) a Puerto Rican
specialty restaurant that also has another location in Essex Market. The
cuisine is a mix of Spanish, American, African, and the Taino-an indiginous

PHOTOS BY LIZ CLAYMAN
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group of people from Puerto Rico. Here you’ll find classics such as Mofongo
(smashed plantains with seasonings, and pernil (slow roasted pork). Extra
Sauce specializes in decadent customized smash burgers and fried chicken
sandwiches. Pizza Gang boasts it has the lightest pizza dough in the world.
“It’s the crazy association between an old Italian lady master of the pizza
dough and her two kind-of-lazy grandsons born in New York,” says Romanborn Chef Vincenzo, who protects and transmits the Roman Pizza recipe at
Pizza Gang. This is their first location. Top Hops is the most recent vendor to
open, with 12 specialty tap lines, and a food menu by Chef Corey Cova. Stay
and to-go options are available.
For more information, visit urbanspacenyc.com

AT LEFT, Urbanspace At 100 Pearl Street Currently Has 16 Local Vendors.
ABOVE, Is One Of Them, Extra Sauce, And Their Popular Smash Burgers

NYC
TIN BUILDING
Jean-Georges Vongerichten’s two-floor market The Tin Building finally
opened its doors at The Seaport on Sept. 28th, in partnership with the
Howard Hughes Corporation, and is well worth the hype. Opening day
festivities began with Chef Jean-Georges and David O’Reilly (Howard
Hughes’ CEO) ringing the closing bell at the New York Stock Exchange.
There were more than 1,200 attendees, including Brooke Shields, Martha
Stewart, Laura Kim, Questlove, Grace DeNiro, Famke Janssen, Rosanna
Scotto, Boomer Esiason, Elvis Duran, Geoffrey Zakarian, and many others.
The sprawling 53,000 square foot space, in addition to featuring a Central
Market that offers an array of locally sourced seafood, meats, cheeses, fresh
produce and specialty items, also offers six full service new restaurants, six
quick service counters, and four bars.
“The Fulton Fish Market was one of the first places I visited when I came
to New York City in 1986 and it continued to be a consistent part of my New
York culinary inspiration ever since,” said Jean-Georges Vongerichten. “It
has been surreal having the opportunity to bring back such an iconic New
York landmark in a new way while ensuring we continue the legacy of that
one-of-a-kind experience and sense of discovery the Market once inspired.”
There are three retail outposts, including Merchantile, a dry goods
shop featuring Jean-Georges branded products; Merchantile East, an
Asian food boutique, and Spoiled Parrot, a sweets-fantasy shop featuring
Jean-Georges confections, in partnership with Jacques Torres, Fritz
Knipschildt, and more.
The full dining options include The House of Red Pearl, a Chinese
restaurant designed with velvet-upholstered banquettes and horseshoestyle armchairs, with dishes such as Glazed Maine Lobster Efu Longevity
Noodles and Stir-Fried Cumin Lamb with Chilis; T. Brasserie, designed in
Art Nouveau-style tile work, marble tops and counters, and dish staples
such as Escargots, Steak Tartare with Grilled Baguette, as well as a selection

ABOVE: Discretely hidden behind a mercantile, Jean-Georges’ House of the Red Pearl Restaurant serves chinese
inspired dishes at his newly opened Tin Building at the Seaport. AT RIGHT, T. Cafe.

of specialty wine bottles; Fulton Fish Co., a seafood dining counter with
a full raw bar; The Frenchman’s Dough, featuring freshly made specialty
pizzas; Seeds & Weeds, a plant-based eatery with dishes such as Stir-Fried
Summer Beans with Yuba and Spicy Garlic Glaze, and Cornmeal Crusted
Baby Trumpet Mushrooms with Grenada Pepper Dip and Pluot; finally,
Shikku is an intimate 19-seater Japanese sushi and saki restaurant in a
sexy box design.
For patrons seeking to-go choices, there are four options; Crêpes and
Dosas, with sweet and savory options; Taquito, a Mexican taqueria; T. Cafe,
serving up hot and cold coffees, teas, lattes, and freshly baked pastries; and
Double Yolk, a breakfast spot during the day, and caviar bar by night.
For stand-alone beverage outposts, there’s The Wine Bar, The Beer
Herel, and The Cocktail Bar.
For more information, visit tinbuilding.com.
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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RECIPE SWAP

MIA
MIA MARKET
A combination food court and mall located in Miami’s design
district, MIA Market specializes in fine dining and chef-to-table
concepts. With a thoughtfully curated mix of local food and beverage,
the market has been open since late 2017. Right downstairs from the
market are luxury retailers Louis Vuitton and Dior, which help draw
in MIA Market’s high-end clientele.
Passionate about culinary talent, MIA Market has 11 food vendors
and a full bar.
From the start vendors such as Sabal Coffee Shop, a popular Miami
coffee joint, Coop, a fried chicken concept, and the Italian eatery Dal
Plin set up business in the market. Unique to the market is Pomelo,
fresh-pressed organic juice and smoothie concept. Sushi Yasu Tanaka
is a sushi concept, and Jaffa, a Mediterranean food venture, also draws
in many hungry patrons.
MIA Market offers a Miami-centric vibe with colorful banquettes
with birds and flowers all over the market. In the spirit of the lively
Miami culture, the Market hosts live music and DJs on the weekends.
Additionally, visitors can indulge in delicious discounted cocktails
during the market’s happy hours. Overall MIA serves people who crave
unique flavors, and experiences fostering a spirit of exploration by
connecting people through food.
For more information on MIA Market, visit miamarket.com.

MIA
LINCOLN EATERY

AT LINCOLN EATERY, in addition to purchasing food, customers can enjoy special
events and comedy shows.
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Lincoln Eatery is just off of Lincoln Road, one of Miami’s premier
shopping destinations and iconic pedestrian streets. Opened in Spring
2019, its proximity to Lincoln Road and the beach makes this food hall ideal
for those visiting Miami Beach, seeking a quick bite. The food hall prides
itself on offering varied options for diners, including chef-driven concepts
offering quick-service that’s also affordable.
The food hall boasts a range of cuisines with 14 vendors. Lincoln
Eaterry’s newest vendor is BBQ & Craft Company, an authentic barbeque
concept. Created by pit master, Anthony Nicolosi, the restaurant draws
inspiration from different styles of barbecuing from around the country.
Coming soon to the eatery is Vice Burger, an award-winning burger joint
with mouthwatering patties drizzled with their own ‘Vice Sauce’, topped off
with gooey American cheese, pickle chips and paper-thin onions. Owner
Greg Schesser strives to bring back the level of quality to the classic burger
using only the freshest ingredients.
SKY YARD is an exciting rooftop bar experience located in the heart
of Miami Beach. Plush lounge seating abound, dining options range from
steakhouse-inspired bites to Asian-inspired raw dishes with a Latin twist,
tropical-inspired mixology, and live entertainment, including renowned
names in EDM. The bar also hosts yard games, golf simulators, pool tables,
ping-pong, air hockey, and more.
The Lincoln Eatery hosts events and activations, including Laughs on
Lincoln - a monthly comedy show. Also monthly, the eatery highlights Blackowned and female-owned businesses through its Pop Up and Shop Up
series. The pop-up market has a rotating selection of locally made products.
Customers can also enjoy a new program called Lunch Like A Local, offered
at each Lincoln Eatery merchant that consists of a meal with a side and a
drink for a total of $15.

PHOTO BY SALAR ABUAZIZ

CHEF YASU TANAKA in Miami is a nigiri based sush concept by celebrated sushi chef Yasu Tanaka,
formerly of the den at Azabu.

Pandemic cooking gives birth
to recipe share app Pepper.
by Cade Callen

In the digital age, we have found ways to bond through
our separate but shared experiences— this became even
more pronounced during the pandemic. With all the
time spent mainly at our homes, our social feeds became
repositories for micro celebrations of the mundane.
Instead of sharing pictures from a spring break trip, we
were sharing moments of books in the backyard, scores of
guileless Tik Tok dance routines, but Matt Schkolnick and
Jake Aronskind, like many others, were sharing recipes
with their friends from college.
“I saw this group chat that Matt was in and it was all these
pictures of food,” says Jake Aronskind, co-founder of Pepper.
“I was cooking a lot and I’m like, ‘that sounds awesome, let
me go ahead and make my own group chat.’ And then we
started fleshing out this idea of what if there was a place to
go where you can share your food.”
Launched in September of 2021, Matt and Jake’s
Vertical social platform aptly called Pepper has amassed
over 300,000 downloads and is still growing. “ We
provide the tools and community to enhance the cooking
experience through cooking specific tools like recipe
upload, the ability to search for recipes by specific
ingredients and dietary preferences” says Matt Schkolnick
Pepper co-founder.
Pepper’s strength comes from its intuitive user
interface. The app itself feels aesthetically fresh, yet
functionally familiar. “When you join Pepper, you kind
of know what to do already because it looks like what
you’ve done elsewhere, but it’s really important for us
to differentiate from Instagram and Facebook, because
those contain a mishmash of content. We’re built on the
foundational belief that people like specialization, and that
people like tools for a specific niche.”
You can download Pepper from the iPhone app store.
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LA
HALO

PHOTO BY CADE CALLEN

HALO, part of Brookfield Properties, is at the heart of bunker hill’s cultural center,
joining moca, disney concert hall, and other institutions, presenting its own
concert series and art installations.

Sitting on the cultural epicenter of Grand Avenue in the Bunker Hill
neighborhood, Halo officially opened its doors in 2021. Its intention is to
be a destination where those that appreciate art, music, as well as food,
can stay a while and enjoy what Bunker Hill has to offer. Located in a
micro market of Downtown LA, the food hall draws in a robust residential
and office population. Halo, part of Brookfield Properties, is in the heart
of a concentration of cultural institutions such as the Dorothy Chandler
Pavillion, the Ahmanson Theatre, Disney Concert Hall, MOCA, the Colburn
School of Music, and The Broad Museum.
With a goal of having 10 food hall vendors, Halo aims to add to its
growing list of eateries. Currently, the food hall is home to Nick and
Stef’s Steakhouse, Shake Shack, and newest to the scene, New York
style, Danny Boy’s Famous Original Pizza, from Daniel Holzman, who
started out at Le Bernardin. In 2023, Danny Trejo’s taco restaurant, Trejo’s
Tacos, is set to open a location at Halo. Taking advantage of the sunny LA
weather, Halo features a glass atrium to bring a fluid indoor-outdoor feel
to the food hall. For an outdoor dining experience, visitors can have a
meal on its patio that overlooks Hope Street.
Halo invites the culture of Los Angeles into its space by offering free
public-facing events throughout the year. The food hall hosts a concert
series that typically features LA-based up-and-coming musicians,
providing them a platform for expression and sharing their craft.
Visitors can also enjoy a weekly farmers market across the street from
Halo, to help support local growers and small food vendors. The food
hall is home to rotating and permanent visual art installations. Through
the end of October, visitors can view the Hugman installation, by Nathan
Sawaya. Louise Nevelson’s Night Sail and the redesigned Graham
Garden by Robert Graham with support from his son, Steven Graham,
are on permanent display for the public.
For more information, visit halodtla.com

LA

PHOTO BY CHARLOTTE HAGAN

THE ORIGINAL FARMERS MARKET LA
Celebrating its 88th anniversary this past July, The Original Farmers Market LA opened
when local farmers and merchants first parked their trucks at the corner of W 3rd Street
and Fairfax. Located at this bustling intersection in the heart of Los Angeles, the market is
an ideal community gathering place for all to enjoy. Visitors from all over the world enjoy
the Market’s close proximity to other world-class attractions, museums, and destinations.
Home to nearly 100 specialty shops, gourmet grocers, and world-class eateries there is
something for everyone with so many options and different cuisines. For instance, Magee’s
Kitchen has been at the Farmers Market for 88 years and was the very first Market
restaurant when it opened in 1934. The newest addition is Market Chicken, a rotisserie
chicken fast-casual eatery whose owners also own Pampas Grill and Phil’s Deli & Grill in
the market. For ice cream lovers, Bennett’s Ice Cream specializes in making old-fashioned
ice cream favorites: Rocky Road, Butter Pecan, Pistachio, Chocolate Chip, Mint Chip.
Since 1948, the world-famous Clock Tower at the Farmers Market has become
a symbol of food and fun. With a historic al-fresco setting, the Market is an ideal
place to relax, eat, and enjoy the beautiful weather of Los Angeles. The Original
Farmers Market’s rich history and decades-old family recipes have made it one of Los
Angeles’ most iconic and recognizable landmarks. Depending on the time of year,
you always can find live music, festive decorations, and kids’ arts and crafts. Whether
you’re visiting with family, friends, or by yourself, the Farmers Market is a one-stop
destination for food, fun, shopping, or activities.
Visit farmersmarketla.com for information on upcoming events and activities including
the Market’s oldest event, Fall Festival happening on October 22 and 23.
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Clean Water

The Environment

Education & Health

The Preservation of
Indigenous Cultures

The White Feather Foundation brings awareness to worthy organizations by
amplifying their voices and providing funding for their initiatives. TWFF
supports projects across the globe that foster education and good health for
citizens in developing nations; protect and preserve Indigenous cultures,
conserve and sustain our environment and give access to clean water.
Give Today
BENNETT’S ICE CREAM is a popular spot at the original farmers market LA.

whitefeatherfoundation.com
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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See & Be

SCENE
Inspiring Reads, Eats,
and Exhibits.
by Linda Sheridan

WORKSHOP/APD HOMES: ARCHITECTURE,
INTERIORS, AND THE SPACE IN BETWEEN by Andrew
Kotchen and Matt Berman (Rizzoli) is the first monograph for
the award-winning design and architecture firm. The team has
partnered to create coastal inspired rugs with Warp & Weft, a
hardware collection with SA Baxter, furniture for Desiron, wall
decor and accessories with Arteriors, and more.

NYC — HOLYWATER, is one of Tribeca’s newest
hotspots-a subterranean, nautical themed bar, that
evokes the feeling of an evening in New Orleans. It’s
owned by brothers Alex and Miles Pincus; they make up
the team Crew NY, that runs Pier 25’s Grand Banks NYC
(which is celebrating 80 years), Pilot Brooklyn, Island
Oyster, and the forthcoming High Tide in Brooklyn.
crewny.com/holywater

PHOTOS BY DOUG LYLE THOMPSON

TAMPA — MAMA SUSHI Set to open in Dec 2022 is the 15,000 square foot Mama Sushi, in Ybor City. It is the sister location of Mama Sushi in Inwood,
where New York’s Governor Kathy Hochul and Mayor Eric Adams are frequently seen dining, as well as at their other uptown NYC restaurant, Bocaditos
Bistro. Another Mama Sushi is set to open in Williamsburg in Jan. 2023. mamasushi.com

DINNER IN ONE: EXCEPTIONAL AND EASY ONEPAN MEALS: A COOKBOOK by Melissa Clark (Clarkson
Potter) Between work and rising grocery bills, we’re all looking
for different ways to save, without having to compromise on
time for a good meal. Clark, a staff writer at The New York
Times and bestselling author of Dinner in French, presents
100 all new simple and tasty one-pan, one sheet recipes, most
ready within an hour. Plenty of sheet-pan dishes (Miso-Glazed
Salmon with Roasted Sugar Snap Peas, skillet dinners (Cheesy
Meatball Parm with Spinach), vegetable friendly-mains, and
tips for those considering being a vegetarian. There are onebowl desserts too, from an Easy Chocolate Fudge Torte to a
Ricotta-Olive Pound Cake.
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MICHELLE OBAMA: THE LIGHT WE CARRY:
OVERCOMING IN UNCERTAIN TIMES (Penguin
Random House) It’s the highly anticipated follow up
to her 2018 bestselling memoir Becoming. Obama
offers a frank and honest dialogue with readers,
tackling some big questions we all wrestle with: How
do we build enduring and honest relationships? How
can we discover strength and community inside our
differences? What tools do we use to address feelings
of self-doubt or helplessness? Out Nov. 15.

LA — AGUA VIVA At the newly
opened Conrad Hotel in LA , there
are two new signature José Andrés
restaurants - Agua Viva, and San
Laurel, in addition to two expansive
lounges. Agua Viva is a rooftop
bar restaurant that offers stunning
views and Latin/Asian flavors. Menu
highlights include Young Coconut
Ceviche, Txule Ribeye Burger,
DIY handrolls, and Pina Borracha.
aguavivabyjose.com
` THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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I’LL HAVE WHAT SHE’S
HAVING: THE JEWISH
DELI Coming to the New-

RENA AND HARRY DREXLER at
Drexler’s Deli, North Hollywood,
CA, 1970s. Private collection.

York Historical Society Nov.
11, the exhibit’s namesake
is taken from Nora Ephron’s
classic film When Harry Met
Sally. It will examine how
Jewish immigrants imported
and adapted traditions to
create a uniquely American
restaurant, and NYC staple,
the Jewish delicatessen. The
exhibit will include neon
signs, menus, advertisements,
deli workers’ uniforms,
and video documentaries.
Runs through April 2, 2023.
nyhistory.org

EDWARD HOPPER’S NEW YORK A
retrospective of artist and lifelong New
Yorker Edward Hopper is coming to The
Whitney. It will be the first of its kind to
focus on Hopper’s relationship with New
York: how the city served as the subject,
setting, and inspiration. The exhibit will
look at Hopper’s life and work through his
city pictures, from his early impressions
of New York in sketches, prints, and
illustrations, to his late paintings. The
presentation will be supplemented by
materials from the Museum’s recently
acquired Sanborn Hopper Archive—
printed ephemera, correspondence,
photographs, and journals. Runs Oct.
19-March 5, 2023. whitney.org

PHOTOS BY ORIOL TARRIDAS

GARRETT BRADLEY,
America (still), 2019.
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SIMONE LEIGH: TROPHALLAXIS at the Perez Museum of

EDWARD HOPPER, MANHATTAN BRIDGE, 1925–26. Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York; Josephine N. Hopper Bequest 70.1098. © Heirs of
Josephine N. Hopper / Licensed by Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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GARRETT BRADLEY:
AMERICAN RHAPSODY
Now at MOCA is the first solo
museum presentation of LA
born/New Orleans-based
artist/filmmaker Bradley, who
explores themes such as race,
class, familial relationships,
social justice, southern culture,
and the history of film in the
United States. Runs through Feb.
19, 2023. moca.org

Miami (PAMM), presents Leigh’s focus on the Black female body.
The title refers to a scientific term describing the behavior of
adult insects to the collective’s larvae-a gesture of cooperative
care and communal labor. Runs through Feb. 12, 2023. pamm.org

QUEER MAXIMALISM X MACHINE DAZZLE Boundarybreaking costume designer Machine Dazzle (né Matthew
Flower) is having his first solo museum exhibition, at the
Museum of Arts and Design (MAD). He is best known for the
genre-defying sets and costumes for Taylor Mac and Justin
Vivian Bond, that are an integral aspect of New York’s cabaret
and drag scene. The Pulitzer prize-nominated designer is
showcasing over 80 creations spanning two floors of the
Museum, running now through February 19, 2023.
madmuseum.org.

PHOTO COURTESY
OF ARTIST AND
LISSON GALLERY
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LAST CALL

NYC
HONORED TO WELCOME
THE JACKIE ROBINSON
MUSEUM DOWNTOWN NYC

DIOR + BALENCIAGA: THE
KINGS OF COUTURE AND
THEIR LEGACIES at the Museum
at FIT (MFIT) explores the works of
the legendary Christian Dior and
Cristobal Balenciaga. Open through
Nov. 6, the exhibition focuses on both
designers’ innovative construction
methods and the workmanship
of their respective styles. While it
juxtaposes the methodologies and
styles used by Dior and Balenciaga,
the designers’ fashions both
contributed to France’s post-war
economic and cultural recovery
after World War 2. Both launching
their collections at age 42, Dior and
Balenciaga were the reigning kings
of haute couture during the midtwentieth century, dominating fashion
throughout their careers.
fitnyc.edu. -Julia Meyer
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JACKIE ROBINSON
MUSEUM Nearly 75 years
after Jackie Robinson made
his debut with the Brooklyn
Dodgers, the Jackie Robinson
Foundation (JRF), founded by
Robinson’s wife Rachel, finally
opened its doors, at 75 Varick
Street. The nearly 20,000
square-foot space honors the
life and legacy of a ballplayer
who broke the color barrier
in Major League Baseball, but
also played an integral role
in the Civil Rights movement.
jackierobinsonmuseum.org
PHOTO BY IVO PHILBERT
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PAN AM GLOBE FINDS
HOME IN MIAMI

PAT BENATAR & NEIL GIRALDO
INVINCIBLE -THE MUSICAL

Following years of uncertainty,
the 1930s-era Pan Am globe, one
of Miami’s most beloved historical
artifacts, has been permanently
installed at Miami Worldcenter,
the $4 billion, 27-acre mixed
use development underway in
the heart of Downtown Miami.
The 6,500-pound, painted steel
Pan Am globe, manufactured
by Rand McNally, was originally
commissioned in the 1930s by
Pan American Airways to serve as
the centerpiece of its Dinner Key
seaplane terminal.

Grammy-winning wife/husband duo Pat
Benatar and Neil Geraldo are bringing
Invincible-The Musical, a reimagining
of Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet, to
The Wallis’ Bram Goldsmith Theater in
Santa Monica. Set in the modern, wartorn metropolis of Verona where the
newly elected Chancellor Paris vows to
destroy the progressive resistance and
return the city to its traditional roots, the
star-crossed lovers’ story, explores how
love and equality battle for survival in
times of great transformation, envisions
peace in a divided world. The show will
run from November 22 to December 17.
thewallis.org/invincible.
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The core of Think!Chinatown’s
work is making sure its neighbor’s
voices are heard by the city.

Vibes

HEALING

THINK!CHINATOWN’S
Co-Founder, Yin Kong,

THINK!Chinatown’s Yin Kong and artist
John T’sung discuss the importance of art
for an ever-changing community.
by Cade Callen

ESTABLISHED IN 2017, THE NONPROFIT THINK!CHINATOWN’S goal
is to organize and mobilize, listen, and respond to the current dilemmas
facing its neighborhood. Now approaching over 1,000 volunteers, this small
(but mighty) team of activists helmed by Yin Kong is poised to become the
forerunner of change that Chinatown needs.
“How do you get people to see the culture that we’re talking about, and not
feel like it’s a homework assignment?” asks John T’sung, a multidisciplinary
artist, writer, and activist born in Texas, that moved back to Hong Kong, then
Taiwan, before returning to Texas at 10 years old. With Think!Chinatown, he
is able to reimagine Chinese cultural tradition– to make it feel as if it’s engaging with the present moment, by filtering dry tradition through a colorful palette of contemporary aesthetic treatments. His art, as best represented by his
recent album Empire Postcards, accomplishes what many artists strive for;
it approaches a timelessness which juxtaposes the mores of lost great grand
relatives, with sonic landscapes evoking the wall of sound production style
from the sixties, all while planting his idiosyncratic writer’s voice squarely in
the present with all its beauty, grime, curiosity and confusion.
T’sung, along with Think!Chinatown, are on a mission to make the
culture and community feel ‘alive,’ and void of ossification. They hope that
the efforts of their live performances and regularly occurring night markets,
which offer a variety of goods and eats from local Chinatown vendors, will
help strengthen and expand its community. There’s an urgency to avoid the
fate of Chinatown becoming another bastion of unfettered, aimless commercialism brimming with redundant chain restaurants, and tasteless clubs
(see Times Square). DOWNTOWN had the privilege to sit down with T’sung
and Think!Chinatown co-founder Yin Kong to talk about its mission, the protests over the mega jail, and the importance of art in the context of healing.
Cade Callen: New research has uncovered that hate crimes against
Asian-Americans have reached unprecedented heights over the past two
years. How has the spike of hate crimes in the wake of Covid-19 affected
the culture of Chinatown?
Yin Kong: We definitely felt that. I would say last year was especially scary
when we first started the night market. The uptick in violence against
Asian Americans was one of the main reasons people were afraid to come
out, especially at night. Shops in our neighborhood were closing earlier
and earlier because they wanted to make sure their employees were getting home safe. And that was causing this compounding effect where the
sidewalks got quiet earlier. So having these community events was a really
important way for us to bring people out and feel safe in their own neighborhood again. And that’s a lot of the reason why we wanted to host these
events in public space.
CC How has the city’s plans to install a prison in the center of Chinatown
united the community? How has Think!Chinatown been involved?
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YK: The jail coming in really will create a barrier on the west part of Chinatown for about a decade for demolition of the current jail, to build an even
larger jail, right on the same site. And yes, it has been a very unifying issue,
I would say, because people care so much about our neighborhood. Our
neighbors have really come together to have meetings about it, too. Early on
in the process, Think!Chinatown ran a community workshop to explain the
urban planning process behind the jail because it’s so complicated and the
room was packed. Everyone wanted to learn and understand this process
and what they could do to help. And so even though we host night markets
or arts festivals, we also hold these community workshops to make sure our
neighbors’ voices are being heard.

JOHN T’SUNG.

PHOTO BY JAMES BEE

PHOTO BY KATIE SALISBURY

JOHN T’SUNG PERFORMS
at a recent Chinatown Night Market,
at Forsyth Plaza.

John T’sung: Can you talk a little bit about the impact that the mega jail
will have on the community?
YK: Chung Pak senior center (a 3-story residential tower which provides
88 affordable apartment units to very low and extremely low income senior
citizens in Chinatown) shares a wall with the site of the mega jail. So the
demolition of the current jail, which is already a big building, is going to
have a negative impact on the air quality and increase the sound pollution
for seniors living next door. It’s also next to Columbus Park, which is you
know, our living room in Chinatown. It’s a place where, multi-generational
communities are sharing one outdoor space. So the dust and pollution will
dramatically impact this really key public space.
CC: Can art heal the modern world?
JT: I think healing is an interesting word. I grew up with Buddhism (and Catholicism). Part of your role as a Buddhist is to acknowledge that everyone
is suffering and to ask how can one lighten somebody else’s suffering, and
also resolve your own suffering. Through that process of life, ideally, you
eventually become enlightened and go to Nirvana and don’t keep repeating the same cycle of reincarnation. That might sound a little heavy, but
because I grew up in it, that’s kind of how I see the world and insofar as art
can reveal and humanize what might be otherwise alien and fearful. I do
believe that art can heal. I don’t know that ‘‘heal’ is the word that I always
think about. Let me put it this way, seeing the joy the performers felt at the
last ThinkChinatown event, and in a venue where they weren’t ‘packaged’ if
you will, watching people on the street being moved by them made me so
happy, and that alone was worth all the work that we did in preparation for
it. What we are trying to invoke with these events, is this idea of ‘oh this is
possible’ And I think this idea of possibility and hope, as much as healing, is
what Think!Chinatown represents. DT
To learn more about how you can support Think!Chinatown
go to thinkchinatown.org/support or follow them on instagram
at @thinkchinatown

PHOTO BY EDWARD CHENG
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THE EXTERIOR
of Jolie at night.

Très JOLIE

With stunning unobscured views of the Hudson
River, the residential building Jolie is top-heavy with
both luxurious and family-friendly amenities.
by Kayla Eddy photography by Binyan Studios

LOCATED IN THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT, 77 Greenwich–better known as
Jolie–is a LEED-certified sculptural tower with 90 luxury condominiums
and gorgeous water views.
The kitchens in these apartments were designed by Deborah Berke
Partners and feature Blue de Savoie marble and Grohe faucets. Deluxe
appliances from Wolf, Sub-Zero, and Miele also have a home in the kitchen.
From the living room, residents can look out over the Hudson River. The
primary bedrooms feature walk-in closets and en-suite bathrooms.
The building’s amenities are housed on the top of the building, starting
with the Cloud Club. Relax in the fireplace lounge. Cook a meal at the
outdoor kitchen and grilling station. Work out in the double-height fitness
center or visit the observation deck to take in the expansive views of the
city and the Statue of Liberty. Jolie also has a full-time doorman, private
storage, and concierge services.
With a prime location in the Financial District, residents are centrally
located to an impressive collection of art pieces, fitness centers, shopping
spots, coffee shops, restaurants, and transportation hubs. There are seven
parks within a mile, three dog parks, and three playgrounds close by.
77 Greenwich was developed by Trinity Place Holdings, a company with
a portfolio that spans New York, New Jersey, and Florida. Interiors were

INTERIOR OF A PRIMARY BEDROOM
designed by Deborah Berke Partners.
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done by Deborah Berke Partners, with FX Collaborative being
the architect.
Stephen Brockman, LEED AP, Partner at Deborah Berke Partners, said
that the design “embraces the organization of the building because it
puts most of the shared and unique amenities at the top. Amenities like
the Cloud Club, fitness room, and the variety of outdoor spaces and
terraces are both novel and unusual, especially for downtown living.
This organization allows residents to connect directly with nature in an
urban setting, and the specificity of the design of the spaces will invite
more use by the residents.”
More of these unique amenities include a beautiful view of
Trinity Church from the ninth floor terrace, a dog run, and urban
garden cabanas.
Deborah Berke Partners, who has been involved with this project for
the past 10 years, was drawn to this project because “we are passionate
about creating spaces that foster community within buildings. The
project both allowed us to create moments of respite as well as places of
sociability for entertaining.” DT
For more information, visit jolieongreenwich.com.

BAR AREA.
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SHELTER

THE GRAND by Gehry
pool facing east.

THE GRAND By Gehry
outdoor fireplace.

VIEW
from
the TOP

SEATING and bar.

The residences that make up Top of The Grand, with exteriors
designed by esteemed architect Frank Gehry, have a host of
luxurious amenities that cater to the California lifestyle.
by Kayla Eddy photography courtesy Peter Christiansen Valli for The Grand by Gehry

THE GRAND BY GEHRY IS A LUXURIOUS, UNFORGETTABLE
RESIDENCE THAT OFFERS TWO DISTINCT APARTMENT
COLLECTIONS. For those seeking a space with something exceptional,
explore The Top of The Grand collection, which starts at 29 stories into
the Los Angeles skyline. There are 113 of these ultra-premium residences
available, all of them located on the very top floors, ranging from studios
to three bedrooms.
The team at The Grand by Gehry worked with the best of the best
to create such an unforgettable building. One such company was
Ingrao Inc., founded by Anthony Ingrao and Randy Kemper. Phoebe
Yee, Related’s Executive Vice President of Design, says they “boast an
impressive portfolio of diverse projects including several collaborations
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with Related at New York’s Hudson Yards. Ingrao used Gehry’s
architecture at The Grand by Gehry as a catalyst for their expression
with the residential interiors.”
The Rockwell Group worked on this project as well. “David Rockwell,
founder of Rockwell Group, emphasizes innovation and thought
leadership in every one of his projects. Rockwell’s design is intended to
bring people together and engage them in the life of a space,” said Yee.
The Grand by Gehry is perfectly located right in the cultural heart
of LA, near the Grand Avenue Arts Corridor, with the residence also
being directly across the street from Gehry’s Walt Disney Concert
Hall. Yee said, “The arts are infused into every aspect of the buildings’
architecture and design, and now Top of the Grand completes the

experience with a one-of-a-kind lifestyle offering.”
What makes The Grand by Gehry stand out even more is that it
boasts the first in-residence member’s club in all of LA. Ricky Sanchez,
Director of Lifestyle and Experience, said that “our amenities were
designed to host the quintessential Californian lifestyle. Each space has
an indoor and outdoor component so that the beautiful weather can be
enjoyed year-round.”
There are 22,000 square feet of both indoor and outdoor amenities
on the 10th floor including terraces, barbecue stations, a lounge, a bar, a
theater, coworking spaces, and a fitness center.
Additionally, those residing in The Top of The Grand have access
to premiere amenities: holistic wellness and lifestyle offerings, rotating

gallery and art talks as well as an evolving calendar of events, and access
to the 2,500 square foot Sky Lounge.
“Our main programming vision,” Sanchez said, “is focused on our
residents’ overall wellness: mind, body and spirit. The wellness offering
includes group fitness classes, vinyasa and meditation yoga classes,
soundbaths, group reiki healing, and more. Our mindset is that if our
residents feel more connected to themselves, their loved ones and their
community, then it’s a job well done.
The Lifestyle Program offered at The Grand by Gehry is intentional and
in support of a healthy, informed and open-minded lifestyle.” DT
For more information, visit thegrandla.com.
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SHELTER
ASTON MARTIN Residences at Dusk.

LIVING
With real estate at an all time high, luxurious Aston Martin
Residences in Miami are nearly sold out.
by Kayla Eddy photography courtesy Aston Martin Residences

THE SKY lobby.

ASTON MARTIN IS KNOWN FOR ITS CARS; for over 100 years,
the London-based company has created vehicles that combine
innovative technology with beautiful design, from the DB5–featured
in the 1964 James Bond classic Goldfinger–to the bespoke V12
Speedster. The company didn’t stop at cars, however. Their signature
innovation and beauty extends far beyond the transportation
industry, with the new Aston Martin Residences located at 300
Biscayne Boulevard Way in Miami.
As of July 2022, Aston Martin Residences is almost 90% sold out, and
the company’s expectation that the tower would become one of the most
sought-after pieces of property in Miami has been fulfilled.
A striking feature of the tower is its Triplex Penthouse, three full stories
of luxurious residential space priced at $59 million. All residents of the
tower enjoy private balconies, 24/7 personal butler service, and 42,275
square feet of sky amenities. Located on levels 52-55, these sky amenities
include everything from multiple movie theaters to a full-service spa.
To bring this epic vision to life, Aston Martin joined forces with G&G
Business Developments, a Miami-based company known world-wide for
their work in luxury real-estate.
CEO of G&G Business Developments German Coto said this about
partnering with Aston Martin on the residences: “It’s all about design.
Since 1913, Aston Martin has created the most beautiful pieces, reflected
in each car. When we were thinking of the perfect partner to make the
most beautiful building in the world, automatically we thought of Aston
Martin. It was in the very first meeting when everything fell in-line with
the same objective, between G&G Business Developments and Aston
Martin Lagonda in the UK, to create the first and only Aston Martin
Residences tower in the heart of the Magic City.”
It seems that luxury companies trying their hand at real-estate–and
producing some of the most stunning buildings–is becoming a trend.
Alongside Aston Martin, car companies like Porsche and Bentley also
have towers in Miami. Bentley Residences holds the title of the first
Bentley-branded residential endeavor.
With both Aston Martin and G&G Business Developments having
worked together on this project, it can surely be said that Aston Martin
Residences represents the height of luxury real estate in Miami. DT
For more information on Aston Martin Residences,
visit astonmartinresidences.com
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A VIEW from one
of the apartments.

DEVELOPER GERMAN COTO,
CEO Business Developments.
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ENJOY YOUR

Centered in the heart of New York City, our hotel is located in the Manhattan Financial District
near the 9/11 Memorial Museum in Lower Manhattan.
Business travelers and guests will enjoy quick convenience to the Wall Street
and New York Stock Exchange and tourists attractions like the Statue of Liberty and Battery Park.

212-791-2900
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99 Washington Street
New York City, New York 10006
www.hihotelmanhattan.com

Holiday Inn

PHOTOGRPHY BY ANDREW MATUSIK

"Discover elegant luxury and beautiful city views when you stay
at the Holiday Inn ® Manhattan - Financial District."

Downtown’s
Next Gen of
Real Estate
Brokers
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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SERHANT. REALTOR PROFILE:

Jonathan Nørmølle
WE AT DOWNTOWN Magazine are excited to announce our
partnership with Jonathan Nørmølle at SERHANT. Jonathan represents
a new breed of real estate brokers.

2

This area has witnessed an influx of large corporations and
publishing houses; they were looking for that 24/7 work/live life.
Where they could walk to work, and / or walk their children to and
from school.

We’ve worked with Jonathan over the past six years during his
modeling years; today we are enjoying watching his real estate career
grow, and his love for our downtown flourish.

It all started with a dream and a well-thought-out redevelopment plan
from Larry Silverstein and his brilliant team at Silverstein Properties.

It’s good to see a brokerage firm that understands how to help its
brokers grow and prosper.

We cannot wait to see what the future holds, as Johnathan focuses
solely on downtown.

Lower Manhattan is still one of the most successful downtown areas
in the United States. After 9/11, this area came back stronger than ever.

Please help us in welcoming SERHANT.’s newest team member,
Jonathan Nørmølle.

For those buying their first home, or families looking for two, or
four-bedroom homes with beautiful parks in a quiet, safe area in the city,
downtown is your place.

Yours,

DOWNTOWNNYC FALL 2022

THE DOWNTOWN MAGAZINE TEAM

Danish model-turn-realtor Jonathan Nørmølle with SERHANT.,
connects with the next generation looking to invest in downtown,
earning more than $100 million in sales in 2022 alone.
by Kayla Eddy Phototgraphy by Andrew Matusik

SERHANT. REALTOR, Jonathan Nørmølle, had a simple answer when I
asked him what advice he had for people who may be looking to change
careers like he did, when he jumped from modeling to real estate. “If you
love it, do it.” Just six words, but this piece of advice is an important one,
and one that Nørmølle himself clearly followed. When you speak with
him, his love for real estate, particularly the downtown area, is evident.
The results are evident too, with more than $100 million dollars in sales
in 2022 alone.
Nørmølle and his family moved to Chicago from Denmark when
he was 13; it didn’t take him long to fall in love with the United States.
“Chicago is very different from Denmark. Everything was very new, and

my English wasn’t great, but I quickly grew to love America and knew I
wanted all it had to offer!”
In Chicago, he attended high school at The Rudolf Steiner School of the
Arts. It was during his junior year at Steiner, when he was discovered at Lollapalooza. “I was scouted by Ford Models and at just 16, I was off to NYC.”
Working in the modeling industry taught him invaluable skills for
his future career in real estate. “During my time as a model, I met a ton
of truly amazing people who allowed me to thrive in what I do today. I
think having a deeply connected network of people in the city you’re
in is very understated and sure, living in NYC from the age of 16 had
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“Jonathan is a firecracker,” Ryan told us. “But he’s a humble firecracker. He has his own brand. He has his own style. And he is the
face of the next generation of home buyers and sellers.”
While at SERHANT., Nørmølle has focused his attention on the
downtown market. “I am a big believer in downtown NYC. We have
some exciting years ahead of us. It’s been amazing to see downtown
recover from Covid and come back even stronger. Areas such as
Seaport & FiDi are filled with new life--Pier 17, Chef Jean-Georges’s
new market [Tin Building], the Perelman Performing Arts Center…so
many new projects coming to life. downtown, in my opinion, embodies the most of NYC and is rapidly returning to its full glory. We are
seeing a huge increase in families & first-time homeowners in the
downtown area, which means it’s a place people are looking to start a
life, expand, grow and enjoy.”
Larry Silverstein, the man behind the rebuilding of the downtown
area after 9/11, says that “It’s young, it’s vibrant, it’s enormously exciting.” Downtown is resilient. It always comes back–after 9/11, Hurricane
Sandy, the pandemic–downtown is here to stay.
In his four years as a real estate agent, Nørmølle has already seen
and adapted to changes in the industry. “It’s a brand new world! We
have young YouTube stars, social media stars, fashion icons, crypto
titans, entrepreneurs, entertainers, high-paid employees, the list goes
on. They are buying.”
Nørmølle credits his success to both his past modeling career, and
to Ryan. “Modeling really exposed me to the world, a certain crowd, a
niche.” His past has given him a leg up in his present.
His work ethic follows the rule that the early bird catches the
worm. A typical day includes: a 4am wake-up, a trip to the gym and
a walk along Pier 17, homemade breakfast, piano, and then the office.
“I ride my motorcycle to the SERHANT. Soho office, show homes,
catch up with friends and clients for lunch and dinner. Everyday is
different in real estate so it’s hard to lay out, but that’s part of what I
love about it.”

its ups and downs, but I wouldn’t change it for the world. New York is
the greatest city in the world with even greater people in it, and it has
shaped me as a person.”
Four years ago, Nørmølle began his career in real estate, and has been
thriving in the industry. “It’s everything I am and have accumulated over
my years in NYC combined. It’s people skills, it’s trust, it’s love for the city,
and it’s all around us!” Nørmølle has been able to use his age as an advantage to connect with the latest generation of renters and buyers, helping
him bridge the age gap in the real estate industry. “Everyone needs a
home,” Nørmølle said. “There aren’t a lot of people my age to help and
relate to the new generation. Hopefully I can help fill that gap.”
SERHANT. is Nørmølle’s home in the industry. SERHANT. understands
that the industry is changing, that the new generation is buying, renting,
and selling, and that technology is key for helping clients find the perfect
place to call home. The company was founded by Ryan Serhant, renowned
from hit shows including Million Dollar Listing and Sell It Like Serhant.
“Ryan has been a huge help & mentor for me. I think he also saw this gap in
the industry–which is why he started SERHANT.–and we just can relate to
each other which is an amazing thing to have with your boss.”

4
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With a highly successful modeling career and four years in the real
estate industry, Nørmølle has a wealth of advice to share. The most important thing he has gleaned from modeling that carries over to being
a realtor is “People and networking. That’s something many don’t learn.”

“Downtown for me
captures NYC the best.
There is something for
everyone. I feel and see
the changes happening,
and I want to be a part
of the change.”

To people who might want to be a realtor, Nørmølle warns, “I
think real estate has been glamorized a bit. Don’t get me wrong, it
can be glamorous! But it’s not as easy as getting your license and
you’re off to the races. Ninety-five percent of real estate agents quit
within three years. Again, if you love it, do it. You won’t succeed if
you don’t, in this business.”
And for potential buyers and renters he advises, “BUY! Downtown
is the new Soho. I’m biased because I love it, but the proof is in the
pudding [data]. There isn’t an area in Manhattan where they are
actively making the kinds of changes and improvements we are currently seeing in downtown.”
The future of downtown is in good hands with Jonathan Nørmølle.
“Downtown for me captures NYC the best. There is something for everyone. I feel and see the changes happening, and I want to be a part of
the change.” DT
For more information, visit jnormolle.com
FALL 2022 DOWNTOWNNYC
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DOWNTOWN has been along for the ride with Ryan Serhant
on his rise to the top of the New York real estate industry for as
long as we can remember. From our CEO Grace A. Capobianco
hosting Million Dollar Listing watch parties in her building, to
catching up with him for DOWNTOWN’s 2014 Harvey Keitel issue, we’ve been excited to watch his career grow.
Ryan has been in the real estate industry since 2008, but he
adds, “I didn’t start my own company to just go and start a company. I started it because everyone else forced me to.” Other companies weren’t adapting to the market, and Ryan saw an opening
for himself. “The company I was at, and every other firm, were
not providing the services that were necessary to be successful
in 2020. Every other company is a traditional brokerage and we
like to think of ourselves as an unbrokerage.”
Agents at SERHANT. are given all the tools necessary to
grow themselves, their brand, and their business. “We allow
agents to work with us to build their own brand empowered by
ours, to use our tech to do more business, use our education
platform to continue to reinvest in themselves to learn more
about being the best salesperson they can possibly be, and using our media powers to really amplify their success to build a
career for themselves.”
“We are a powerhouse,” Ryan says, and rightfully so. They are
the most followed real estate brand in the world, and SERHANT.
also has an in-house production studio: SERHANT. studios.
Because of this, “we can put our listings in front of more eyeballs
than any other brokerage firm and we have more access to opportunities than anybody else for our buyers. I couldn’t do all this
at a traditional firm where you’d just be a number. I didn’t want to
do that anymore.”
Not just anyone can work at the real estate powerhouse that
is SERHANT. “I was kind of sick and tired of other firms who only
cared about agent growth at all costs. If you have a pulse, you
can work there. There are no regulations on quality. It’s just all
quantity. All they talk about is how many agents they have. How
much business they do comes second, and I really wanted to flip
that around. I’d rather say, ‘Look how efficient we are. Look how
great our agents are.’”

REALTOR

Maverick
Ryan Serhant enables agents
to build their own brand.
by Kayla Eddy
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For that reason, Ryan has created some rules for the agents
he brings on. “Our primary agents have all been in the business for at least five years, so that was the first kind of rule.” But
there are always exceptions to the rules. “There are certain
agents where, even if you haven’t been in the market for at least
five years, if you’ve done a considerable amount of business, if
you’ve built your own brand, if you’ve done an incredible job on
someone else’s team, then we should still talk because we might
be the right place for you.”
Because of Ryan’s rules, the team at SERHANT. is unmatched.
“I’m looking for people that are high energy, high enthusiasm, and
high empathy at the end of the day. If you can wake up everyday
and be excited about what you do and also have the ability to
work with people when they’re happy and when they’re sad, you
can be an incredibly successful negotiator. So that’s how we’ve
been choosing who gets to work here.” DT
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LITTLE APPLE

SUMMER CAMP in the CITY
Asphalt Green Summer Day Camp provides New
York City kids with a place to learn, grow, and make
memories that will last a lifetime.
by Lauryn Starke
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ASPHALT GREEN SUMMER DAY CAMP

THE ASPHALT GREEN SUMMER DAY CAMP
creates a space for New York City kids to learn,
grow, and embrace a sense of community
– plus it gives the parents a little bit of rest
and relaxation time! Located in Battery Park,
Asphalt Green provides a full slate of enriching
activities, from swimming lessons, to talent
shows, to fencing. But beyond the state-of-the-art
facilities and professional instructors, Asphalt
Green shows kids what summer camp is all
about: making friends, finding new passions,
and having as much fun as possible.

DOWNTOWN spoke with Jamie Lee, mother
of longtime camper Antonio, about what makes
Asphalt Green so special.
“Antonio is a social and outgoing kid who
thrives off the guidance and athletic advice that
the coaches, counselors and leadership at AG
camp give him on a daily basis,” Lee said. “As
a parent, we enjoyed seeing Antonio grow into
his personality and find his passions at camp.”
Asphalt Green emphasizes the importance
of learning social values like kindness,
confidence, and respect. Each week, the camp

focuses on a specific value, even offering
awards for kids who take the lessons to heart.
Antonio is the proud recipient of the “Empathy
Award,” recognizing his kind-hearted spirit and
ability to put a smile on everyone’s face.
“The impact of his time at Asphalt Green can
be seen in Antonio’s development for the rest
of the summer and school year. We’re really
looking forward to next summer!” DT
For more information on Asphalt Green Camp
programs, visit asphaltgreen.org.

Interview by Julia Meyer

DOWNTOWN Q&A

Tell us your name and what grade you’re in. 				
My name is Antonio Doti and I am in third grade going into fourth.
What do you really enjoy about their camp?
I’m really excited for the field trips and the activities we’re going to do at Asphalt Green. I most enjoy how much
activities the counselors put into the schedule. My favorite class is football and woodworking. I like sawing and
building with hammers and nails.
This year we know that they have fencing for the first time, is that something of interest to you?
Yes, ‘cause a lot of my friends do fencing. We did it for two weeks and I’m starting to get the hang of it.
What do you love to do on your days off from school?
I like to go to the park and play with my friends.
What is your favorite thing about living in downtown New York?
There are a lot of people that live in my building that are my friends, so I usually get to go to them. [My favorite park is] West
Thames Park. I like it because all my friends get to go there like every day, so I get to play games and football with them.
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LITTLE APPLE | BARCLAY'S SPOT

BARCLAY'S SPOT | LITTLE APPLE

BARCLAY’S

Spot
by Julia Meyer

I HAVE MADE A LOT OF NEW FRIENDS
SINCE YOU SAW ME IN THE SUMMER! With
sweater weather just around the corner, now
is the perfect time to mingle with my fellow
furry and feathered friends. I am wagging my
tail in excitement for all the extra treats I will
be getting soon for Halloween! I reached out to
my newest buddies to find out what they are
looking forward to this fall.
Tess is an eleven-year-old Bullmastiff
who lives with pawrent Greer Hazzard,
DOWNTOWN’s Video and Production Intern,
in Patterson, New York. Titan is a two-year-old
Labrador Retriever Mix who loves to spend
all his time sunbathing and chasing turkeys
at his home in Roscoe, Illinois. His pawrent
Kayla Eddy is DOWNTOWN’s Associate
Editor. Fabio is a Sweater Grey Gamefowl
chicken living his best life in Griffin, Georgia
with clawrent Amanda Dowis, who works for
DOWNTOWN’s technology department. In
NYC, Roscoe is a 4-year-old Golden Retriever
from Forest Hills, Queens whose pawrent is
Linda Sheridan, DOWNTOWN’s Managing
Editor. Lulu, an energetic Mini Goldendoodle,
lives by me in Downtown NYC with pawrents
Maryana Kotynkevych a podiatrist, and
Morris Saadiyayev is a real estate broker. DT
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TITAN
“I’m going to run away from my pawrents
when they try to put me in a costume.”

BARCLAY HUDSON, PAWBLISHER
Follow me on Instagram @downtownbarclay

IF YOU’D LIKE TO MAKE A GIFT, EVERY DOLLAR HELPS!
Visit animalhaven.org to donate.
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TESS
“This year for Halloween, I plan on dressing up as a Lion. I like looking at
the human costumes and waiting for food and pets.”

ROSCOE

LULU

FABIO

“This fall, I’m looking forward to playing with my
friends in the neighborhood, and rolling in piles
of crispy leaves! Also, I have a sweet tooth, and
hope Mom gets me some treats for Halloween!”

“My all-time favorite place when the weather
starts to cool down is rushing my humans to
Battery Oval during off leash hours. Ultimate
zoomies guaranteed, every single time!”

“I’m excited for sharing
pumpkins with the flock
and digging through piles of
leaves for bugs!”
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Mary

McCartney
In her directorial debut, Mary McCartney’s
If These Walls Could Sing chronicles 90 years
of music history at Abbey Road studios. It marks
the first time the iconic studio has opened
its doors to movie cameras.
by Linda Sheridan photography by Andrew Matusik
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ELTON JOHN. JIMMY PAGE. NILE RODGERS. DAVID
GILMOUR. ROGER WATERS. KATE BUSH. Composer
John Williams. It’s safe to say that these musicians could
be considered musical luminaries that ascended to fame
around roughly the same time.
But listening to Elton John, ne Reg Dwight, recall his
early days as a session pianist working with the Hollies
on “He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother,” while suddenly being
awestruck as Paul McCartney starts playing “Hey Jude” with
the Beatles next door in Abbey Roads’ Studio 2, is one of
the many surprising moments Mary McCartney captures in
her directorial debut, If These Walls Could Sing, (the title is
a quote from her father in the film) which recently made its
debut at the Telluride Film Festival. The film is scheduled
to be available on Disney + sometime in the near future, in
partnership with Mercury Studios and Ventureland.
Abbey Road, the iconic studio tucked in St John’s Wood
in north-west London, was put on the music lovers’ map,
as the Beatles strode on the crosswalk outside the studio,
captured on their album of the same name. Early in the
documentary, McCartney shares some old family photos,
one that triggered one of her earliest memories of Abbey
Road; in it, her parents are crossing the street with their
pet horse, Jet. The pair later wrote an ode to their pet, with
their band, Wings.
The documentary almost didn’t happen. When
McCartney was approached a couple of years back by twotime Academy-Award winning British film producer John
Battsek (One Day in September, Searching for Sugarman)
to direct a documentary on Abbey Road, “I declined,”
McCartney says, “because i just felt, I think I had a knee
jerk reaction. I needed to make this in my own right. It’s an
amazing opportunity. I absolutely love and value the people
that work there.” She took some time to think about it, “to
figure out the angle.”
McCartney, a renowned photographer of “unguarded
moments,” had the honor of photographing Queen
Elizabeth II in 2015, when she was chosen to take the official
photograph to mark the occasion of her becoming the
longest reigning Monarch in history. Sadly, a short time later
on the day this interview was conducted, Queen Elizabeth II
passed away.
Film director is the newest title on McCartney’s lengthy
resume. This past summer, McCartney just had her first
solo exhibition, Moment of Affection, at Chateau le Coste,
in Provence, France. She’s also a mother of four, a Global

“I wanted the viewer
to get a sense of being
here at Abbey Road...
52
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...what the studios are
like, what the people
are like, the passion,
the really hard work
over the years.”

Ambassador for Meat Free Monday and a writer (she
co-wrote with her dad Paul and sister Stella a veganized
cookbook about her mother’s favorite recipes, Linda
McCartney’s Family Kitchen: Over 90 Plant-Based Recipes to
Save the Planet and Nourish the Soul.)
But if anyone was going to shed light on the significance
of Abbey Road Studios in the bigger picture of music history,
who else better than Mary, to use both the distance of her
photographer’s lens to help the viewer see what it was truly
like behind those doors, from the humbling moments, to
the magical ones, and at the same time, could tap into her
intimate childhood experience, spent with her father, along
with his love and her mother Linda, and the rest of The
Beatles at Abbey Road Studios. Of course, she does get to
interview her father at the beginning of the film, in addition
to Ringo Starr, gushing about the recording of “Yer Blues” on
The White Album.
Abbey Road is the common thread through much of
classical music, as well as rock n roll, Brit pop, to today’s
recordings with artists such as British-American singer
Celeste. McCartney understood the assignment. Abbey
Road Studios held a greater significance than just Dad’s
place of work.
In its infancy, Abbey Road Studios was known as EMI
(Electrical Musical Industries) Studios. In 1929, the nine
bedroom townhouse at 3 Abbey Road was purchased by
the Gramophone Company and converted into a recording
studio. Opened in 1931, it was a place for recording primarily
classical pieces of music, where Edward Elgar’s Pomp &
Circumstance March No. 1 was recorded, a piece that is
played today at just about every graduation ceremony. In
1976, the name was changed officially to Abbey Road.
The documentary would have to be about “connecting
musical memories, moments.
But it’s also as much about the staff/technicians, as it is
about the musicians,” says McCartney, who has described
the building and its staff “like family.”
“I wanted the viewer to get a sense of being here at
Abbey Road, what the studios are like, what the people are
like, the passion,” McCartney continues, but also to present
“the camaraderie, also the really hard work, over the years.”
McCartney interviews technicians such as Lester Smith, as
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Today, Studio 2 holds a mythical status-the room
has not been touched for years, for fear
it will alter the sound.

MARY MCCARTNEY
taking photos at Abbey Road.
(Mercury Studios / Tim Cragg)

SIR PAUL MCCARTNEY, in Studio 2
Abbey Road. (Mary McCartney)

AN OVERALL VIEW of Abbey Road Studios,
Studio 1. (Mercury Studios / Tim Cragg)
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well as Collette Barber, who took over as studio manager in
1979, when Abbey Road endured dark times as record sales
plummeted. It took composer John Williams recording music
for Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark in 1981 and
Star Wars: Return of the Jedi, to get the studio back on track.
It was her father, Paul McCartney, and John Lennon,
Ringo Starr, and George Harrison as The Beatles, along with
gumption of their manager, Brian Epstein, as they appealed
to EMI producer George Martin, to give the Beatles a chance
at recording. He is often regarded as ‘the fifth Beatle.’
Martin was not blown away by The Beatles at first
listen, explains his son Giles, in the documentary. But he
was charmed. Martin Sr. gave them a chance to record an
album in a day, in EMI’s Studio 2, which featured innovative
recording equipment for its time. He predicted their first hit,
which even The Beatles were skeptical about, with “Please
Please Me,” in Feb. 1963.
Their new contract enabled them to have unlimited
studio time, and the band regularly huddled up in Studio
2 to record their albums. Today, Studio 2 holds a mythical
status-the room has not been touched for years, for fear it will

alter the sound. “You walk into Studio 2 and you feel the walls
are saturated with music,” says Giles Martin, who compares
the room to the inside of a pot of tea. “You’re meant to leave
the residue of the tea, because then the tea infuses.”
Legendary guitarist Jimmy Page, recalls pre-Zeppelin
days as a teen session musician, working live on
Shirley Bassey’s recording of the classic James Bond
track “Goldfinger.” “Jimmy Page is so dramatic!,” recalls
McCartney. “How she [Bassey] has to hold on to that note,
you can almost hear her faint!” McCartney says of Page’s
recollection.
At one point in the documentary, McCartney says that
Abbey Road is a place where “artists feel comfortable
challenging themselves, and others.” She manages to get
celluloid gold, as David Gilmour and Roger Waters of
Pink Floyd share their memories in a mutually fond light
(if separately), recording in Studio 3 in 1967, next door to
The Beatles as they’re recording Sargent Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band. Tension was brewing between Gilmour
and Waters, as Pink Floyd still reeled from the loss of Syd
Barrett. “The struggle is part of what made it interesting.
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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McCartney is also proud about another passion project,
Mary McCartney Serves It Up! “We just filmed season 3,
it will start on Discovery+ Nov. 1. It’s about sharing recipes,
eating more meat-free, simple, quick to cook dishes.”

IF THESE WALLS COULD SING
recently made its debut
at the Telluride Film Festival.

And made it work,” says Gilmour. “The fights were about
getting the very best, and how that can be achieved.” Waters
shares a moving moment where he finally listened to “Dark
Side of the Moon,” in its entirety, with his first wife.
The documentary connects the Studio’s timeline of
seemingly everyday moments that were gems in the making.
“I really enjoyed how Elgar opened the studio in 1931, [British
cellist] Jacqueline Du Pre playing the cello. I wanted a flow
to it…I was surprised that Jacqueline Du Pre played there…I
hadn’t realized Kate Bush recorded there; I really loved the
history, sharing that with the audience, taking different artists
to tell a different story.”
Legendary guitarist, co-founder of Chic, and producer
Nile Rodgers is interviewed in the film. “Abbey Road is not
just a studio of the past, but certainly a road of the future.”
Speaking with McCartney just after the Telluride Film
Festival, she says, “ It was an amazing experience. As a
photographer, it’s a bit more solitary; with this, we are a team.”
McCartney is also proud about another passion project.
Her 2022 Emmy nominated vegan cooking show, Mary
McCartney Serves It Up, has been renewed for a third season.
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“We just filmed season 3, it will start on Discovery + Nov.
1. It’s about sharing recipes, eating more meat-free, simple,
quick to cook dishes , so it’s aimed at people that want to
reduce their meat intake,” explains McCartney.
Rather than go the route of a parenting style with hard
and fast rules on life, McCartney says of her parents, “They
gave me encouragement, artistic advice. I’d always be
talking creatively with them, brainstorming.”
Work finds McCartney frequently traveling all over
the globe, including downtown New York City. A lifelong
vegetarian, McCartney says, “I love ABCV in downtown
NYC, it’s got a great buzz and vibe, whenever I am in town
I always head there. The menu is fully plant based and it is
always full - a sign of the times!’
Despite the countless times McCartney has been to
Abbey Road, she says, “I still get that feeling, that soulful
inspiration. In filming in the space, I hope that the film really
takes the viewer on the journey, feel they’re there.” DT
For more information on Mary McCartney’s work, visit
marymccartney.com

SEASON 3 OF MARY MCCARTNEY
Serves It Up, which will stream on
Discovery+, is aimed at viewers that
want to reduce their meat intake.

Photography: Andrew Matusik
matusikphotography.com, @andrewmatusik
Stylist: Mimi Fisher @themimifisher @judycaseyinc
All clothing: Stella McCartney
stellamccartney.com, @stellamccartney
Hair and Makeup: Gabrielle Chamberlain
gabriellechamberlain.com, @gabriellechamberlain.mua
Location: The Hotel Telluride @thehoteltelluride
Assistant to the Stylist: Sylvia Gurdardo
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Grassroots activists in LA, Miami,
and NYC, are taking the food waste
challenge into their own hands.
by Noemi Florea

WHEN THE WORD “POLLUTION” COMES TO MIND, most of us conjure
up images of plastic piling up in landfills or smokestacks spewing black
smoke into the sky. Yet we often overlook one of the biggest culprits of
landfill waste: food. Across the United States, food makes up about a third
of our landfill waste, all of which goes on to decompose into methane and
other toxic greenhouse gasses. While many of us don’t think much about
the food scraps tossed after each meal, about 10% of the U.S. population
— a whopping 38 million people — face hunger on a daily basis, with
little to no affordable food within reach. In a nation where disparities are
becoming unbridgeable gaps, activists working from the bottom-up are
taking the people’s welfare into their own hands. When it comes to food,
they’ve found that adopting a circular exchange — where one person’s
waste becomes another person’s welfare — can be an answer to reducing
pollution, improving people’s lives one meal at a time.
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Los Angeles:
FoodCycle LA
In the City of Angels, FoodCycle LA
is building on a legacy of making
trash equal treasure.
LA’s roots in food justice began in one of its most unlikely
neighborhoods: Beverly Hills. Well-known for its residents’
extravagant and exclusive lifestyles, Beverly Hills hardly seems
like the part of town where activists would flourish in aiding the
homeless and diverting waste. But in 2005, that’s exactly what
happened, when a small group of volunteers partnered with a local
grocery store to redirect their waste stream into food drives for
homeless women. “I saw at that time just the staggering amount of
food that was being thrown into the dumpster, and also the impact
that the food we were bringing had on the lives of these women
who had been experiencing homelessness,” recalls Nancy Beyda,
founder and Executive Director of FoodCycle LA. When it came to
improving the lives of local low-income residents, Beyda depicts
how sometimes even the simplest actions can have a profound
effect on people. “The food we brought from that grocery store in
Beverly Hills was really high-end produce, and [homeless women]
weren’t getting that kind of food in their diets at the shelter,”
she mentions, “Like one woman had never tasted a blueberry
before, and I brought all these boxes of fresh blueberries,” Beyda
remembers. “So we started out with a focus on getting that food to
hungry people, but over time, our mission evolved into also focusing
on the the climate change impact of food waste, because when
food is thrown into landfills, it releases methane gas,” Beyda notes,
pointing out to the magnified impacts methane can have compared
to carbon dioxide in atmospheric patterns.
Today, FoodCycle LA has partnered with more than 350 local
businesses including restaurants, cafes, and grocery stores. They’re
transporting food in electric vehicles to minimize their emissions rate,
and now have an app available for volunteers to download and sign up
for shifts in a streamlined fashion.
The biggest change to happen in recent years, has been a major
shift in policy, when SB 1383 passed in 2019, requiring businesses to
meet minimum standards for organic waste recycling. The bill passed
with the intent of reducing California’s organic landfill waste by 75% by
2025; in 2022, residents and businesses officially became required to
sort their waste not only into two, or even three, categories, but rather
into four: plastics and bottles (“blue” recycling), paper and cardboard
(“green” recycling), organic waste (or compost), and landfill waste. All
of a sudden, FoodCycle LA’s work was no longer about altruism or a
special affinity for people and the planet, but rather it became a part
of daily life and the due diligence of the city and state to ensure we
protect our home and each other.
In the past year alone, more than 900 volunteers worked with
FoodCycle LA to redistribute over three million pounds of food from
350 different businesses at food distribution drives hosted around Los
Angeles. To learn more about their work and to get involved,
visit foodcyclela.org.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF FOODCYCLE LA
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Miami:
Food Rescue US
With 35 chapters nationwide,
Food Rescue US’s Miami chapter
is the largest.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF FOOD RESCUE US-MIAMI
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In a city of tremendous diversity, Miami residents enjoy a wide variety of
food, sourced from all over the world. From Cuban to Haitian to Italian and
beyond, the range of restaurants, cafes, and groceries in Miami guarantee
locals will have no shortage of new cuisine. The only downside, however, is
the waste: like most other parts of the U.S., in Miami more than a third of the
city’s waste stream is made up of food that could be edible or recyclable.
And while there are currently few community-based groups specifically
working towards the food waste challenge in Miami, one national partner
found opportunity in Miami — Food Rescue US.
Founded in Connecticut, Food Rescue US currently has more than
35 chapters located across 20 states, with Miami serving as its largest
chapter. Ellen Bowen, the founder and director of the Miami chapter, recalls
how she reached out to the founders. “I got interested in South Florida,
and specifically in the Miami area, because it was a small operation with
mostly small suburban rescues,” Bowen says, “and I reached out to them
and I said, ‘Can I try this in a city like Miami?’ And of course, they said yes.
It’s been a little over four years now, and we’re the largest site that they
handle.” Since launching the Miami chapter, Bowen’s entirely volunteer-run
team has rescued more than four and a half million pounds of food from
approximately 160 local restaurants, cafes, and groceries located across the
city. The team goes through about 60 “rescues” a week, where they capture
food from local businesses’ waste stream, and redistribute what’s edible to
more than 65 receiving agencies, who then host drives to ensure the food
reaches Miami’s most vulnerable.
Today, the chapter is not only Miami’s largest food rescue organization,
but also the city’s largest hunger relief operation. As Bowen explains the
significance of their work, “Nobody was providing food into Little Haiti,
into Liberty City, but these are areas of severe food insecurity. They’re food
deserts, which means that there’s no place for them to shop besides like
a corner bodega,” she continues, “and what we found by providing food
in these areas is that many of the residents don’t have cars, so they can’t
go shopping. And some of them don’t even have a full kitchen, they have a
microwave or they have a hot plate. So by us providing, in some cases, their
prepared meals and groceries, they’re really getting healthier food than
they normally would have been able to get.”
With their impact footprint only growing, Bowen’s team is now planning
on ways to make their operations more scalable and accessible to those
seeking to get involved. More than 400 registered volunteers contribute
to the weekly rescues, and even more are welcome to join through the
chapter’s easy sign-up process available online. Besides hosting more
than 60 rescues a week at all hours of each day, twice a month the group
also hosts farmer’s market-style events where residents can browse the
available food and select what they like. “We give the residents a recyclable
reusable tote, and they shop for free!” Bowen jokes. For businesses
interested in donating, Bowen also points out that any donations are free
from liability due to the federal Good Samaritan law, which makes all
partnerships exceptionally risk-free. To learn more and get involved, visit
https://foodrescue.us/site/food-rescue-us-south-florida/.

New York:
Rescuing Leftover
Cuisine
A student club for food waste
flourishes into a national
relief-driven organization.
There’s no city like New York, and with that comes unique challenges.
New York’s unquestionably large population, combined with a density
of development and — for many — a notably high standard of living,
can generate a significant environmental footprint on a relatively small
piece of land.
Food plays an enormous role in New York’s ecosystem, defining how we
live, how we socialize, and what impact our community has in and around
the five boroughs. Social and economic disparities also fall closely in line
with food access, with the wealthiest among us most likely to consume
and discard food resources multiple times over what the most vulnerable
have access to on a regular basis. And while food access — or the lack of it
— can perpetuate existing inequalities, it can also compound our pollutive
footprint, as greater proportions of food waste sent to landfills can also
generate increased methane emissions.
These challenges surrounding the food industry aren’t new; many
solutions have cropped up over the past few years to attempt an
intervention. Among the most scalable and endurable of them is the
grassroots organization Rescuing Leftover Cuisine, which was originally
founded out of an NYU student club back in 2009. “We were involved
in a club that brought leftovers from NYU campuses and dining hall to
nearby homeless shelters, and that sparked the interest in learning more
about the food rescue space in general,” recalls founder and CEO Robert
Lee. By integrating a circular model into what was previously linear, Lee
and his classmates were able to curate a scalable solution from what was
originally a small-scale operation into what would ultimately become a
national movement. By 2013, the club ventured into incorporating as a
non-profit and expanding beyond the streets of New York, and they now
currently operate in eight other locations across the United States outside
of NYC; these include branches in Atlanta, Chicago, and New Orleans. But
while the locations may have changed, the same core model still drives
how RLC operates.
Today, RLC has rescued more than two million pounds of food in New
York City alone from its growing network of grocery stores, cafes, and
restaurants; with that, they’ve also been able to offer nearly two million
meals to the residents of a city where nearly one in six households face
food insecurity. Their organization is heavily dependent on its leagues of
volunteers, who tirelessly trek out into the streets — rain or shine, wind or
sleet — to bring food from partnering businesses to distribution drives. “We
engage volunteers and community members to essentially pick up the food
with whatever tools they have at their disposal,” Lee explains, “so they can
walk the food with their own tote bags or tins… [and] when we engage the
volunteers to transport the food, it’s no more than about a mile and a half —
walking wise, that’s no more than 30 minutes.” To learn more, donate, and to
get involved, visit rescuingleftovercuisine.org.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF RESCUING LEFTOVER CUISINE
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SilverLINING
Stylist-turned-abstract artist Kerry Irvine
channels the pain of loss into art, with
help from Silver Art Projects,

ADAPT

Former dancer/artist Joji is the newest
participant in the Silver Arts Projects
Residency Program.

SOME OF Irvine’s works.

by Kayla Eddy
photography by Joe Woolhead

FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS, ABSTRACT ARTIST KERRY IRVINE has
been working out of the World Trade Center buildings, as part of Larry
Silverstein’s Silver Art Projects. Thanks to the program–which provides
artists with studio space free of charge and asks for nothing in return–Irvine
has been able to push the limits of her art and create without boundaries.
Art is in her blood. “I am the daughter of an abstract painter and the
granddaughter of a sculptor,” says Irvine. “So I’ve got art in my family.” Irvine
says she knew right away that she was meant to be an abstract painter, and
credits her mother with this realization about her own artistic style.
She wasn’t, however, able to support herself as an artist initially,
something she is very candid about. But she did have another love: fashion,
and that’s how she came to work at Ralph Lauren. Even though she wasn’t
painting with a paintbrush and a canvas, she was still able to share her
vision with the world in another way. “I fell into the advertising department
as an assistant and worked my way up. I became a stylist. I would go to huge,
beautiful shoots with some of the most amazing, legendary photographers. I
loved clothing. So it was like I was painting with clothes.”
Irvine’s journey to WTC was not an easy one. After 9/11, she struggled to
even revisit the downtown area. “I lost my sister on 9/11. I lived just in the
West Village, and it still terrified me down there. I’d only been there for a
couple of the memorial services and I got out of the subway and I turned
around…and the [9/11] Memorial…it’s the two pools. Her name is directly in
the middle. So I got out of the subway, and I said, “Oh my God, there she is.”
That day she was meeting with a fellow artist, and after seeing their
studio space, things changed. “ I was amazed at how calm it was and that
this wasn’t scary. I didn’t want to cry,” she said. “I didn’t want to leave.”
Now, after years of working in the fashion industry and avoiding the
downtown area, Irvine had found the Silver Art Project, and reached
out to Dara McQuillan, Chief Marketing and Communications Officer for
Silverstein Properties, about working in the World Trade buildings. She has
nothing but praise for Silverstein and his team. “They love artists,” she told
me. “Larry Silverstein loves artists.”
For the past few years, Irvine has been moving from building to building
and floor to floor, creating art in different studios. About the experience she
says, “It’s been such a lesson in gratitude and the gifts that other people give
you. And they have no idea exactly how, you know, what a mark it makes on
your life, because this has truly been the last step of my healing [from the
loss] of my sister. And I know she orchestrated all of this; in the morning I
can go touch her name, and I can say hello and go upstairs and just work.”
There are so many artists creating via the Silver Art Project, and Irvine
has been able to meet quite a few of them. “Being an artist is a very solitary
life,” she said. But even in such a solitary career, there are always others
to support you. “There’s a little community of us, and it’s really nice, and
everybody’s very good with boundaries.”
To Kerry and to so many of us, art has been an incredibly important
part of our lives, especially in the past few years. “I think art saves, I think
art’s going to save us all. Either it’s music, writing, painting, sculpture. And I
think because of social media, it’s so much more attainable for people. You
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KERRY IRVINE working
in her studio at WTC,
made possible through
Silver Art Projects.

don’t have to go to a museum or a gallery. It’s [right] there and you can flip
through Instagram, and it doesn’t go out of style.”
The studio space provided by Silverstein gives Irvine and the other
artists something that is in short supply in NYC: space. “My last studio was in
my apartment in my very skinny kitchen. I got a lot of work done [there], but
it just makes you even more grateful,” she said.
With all of the additional space, Irvine was able to create a piece that is
incredibly important to her: City on Fire. “It might be eight feet by three feet,
and it’s on paper. It had been a very colorful piece. And I painted over all
these colors with just blue, all different shades of blue. And then I was just
annoyed with it. So I took a razor, and I started to razor it down, and it was
very rough. And these shots of magenta and red and orange were coming
out, and I stood back, and I looked at it and again, surrounded by these
smokey blues. And I was like, it’s 9/11. And it looked like the city, but again,
sort of like being there [in the studio] it was okay. You know, you don’t want
anyone to know the darkness, but the last five years of my life I’ve been
able to deal with what happened to myself and my family and accept the
darkness and not worry about that because I think I walked through a lot of
life, you know, with the color, trying to make everybody else happy, and the
color makes people happy. So I was able to accept this painting as it was,
and it was beautiful.”
For aspiring artists, Kerry has this advice: “Paint, paint, paint, paint. Every
day. And if you can’t paint, do something else. Cut paper. Stretch a canvas.
Think about it, read about it, go to openings, go to galleries, go to museums.
And find something else you can do to make money at the same time.” DT

by Kayla Eddy

ONE OF JOJI’S recent paintings.

For more information on Kerry Irvine’s work, visit kerryirvinefineart.com.
For more information about Silver Art Projects, visit silverart.org.

Kerry’s DOWNTOWN favorites:
For great cocktails, ambiance, and people-watching: The Beekman Hotel
For the best sunset walk: The Hudson River
For happy hour: Automatic Slim’s
For the best burgers: Tavern on Jane

PHOTO BY TOUMAI KAFRI.

MARIE JOSE ROBINSON, aka Joji, has recently begun working on abstract art at 4WTC.

MARIE-JOSÉ ROBINSON KAFRI–KNOWN IN THE ART WORLD AS JOJI–IS A
HAITIAN artist who has mastered multiple art forms: visual performance, painting,
and dancing. She emigrated to Montreal at a young age and began to train as a
dancer, which allowed her to travel and tour internationally with Les Ballets-Jazz
de Montréal, Les Ballets Eddy Toussaint, Retros, Michel Comte, and New York’s Eleo
Pomare. This past summer, Joji joined the Silver Arts Projects residency program.
As a young woman, she was anything but conventional. “ In retrospect, I realize
I made quite a few unconventional choices and roles - such as being the first black
soloist at the time in a professional dance company in Montreal. I was the only
dancer/ artist in my family, and while determined to fully dedicate myself to the
arts, I also pursued traditional studies and balanced the demanding schedule of a
dancer with a master’s in Arts and Education.”
In addition to dance and painting, she has worked as an educator and a
dance teacher, helped develop F.A.C.E (Fine Arts Core Curriculum), has studied
social sciences, criminology, education and creativity, and has completed
Masters and PHD work.
For the longest time, Joji focused her artistic talents on dance, but after being
confined to a wheelchair, things started to change. “This difficult health journey
created space and brought a new sense of urgency to my expression as a painter
and visual artist. Painting came to me in a gentle blast and as a natural way to
continue in my creative expression.”
She worked heavily on portraits at the beginning of her painting career. “My
portraits were, still are, mostly of imaginary women, indigenous or family related,
but somehow always with a certain air or detail related to my Caribbean origins or
African ancestry, even if not the full features.”
Recently, she’s started creating abstract work, and hopes to begin creating
sculptures in the coming months. Joji doesn’t, however, feel compelled to only
constrain herself to one style. “As a multidisciplinary visual artist, self-taught for the
most part, I have never thought of having a particular style. I may say that I have
my style, as I give myself the permission and freedom to embrace whichever style,
technique, or artistic form that I feel inspired or called upon to use and that I feel
brings me the best towards my most authentic artistic expression or the most
inspiring and satisfying process. I enjoy challenges and experimentation, whether it
be in one form or the other artistically and creatively.”
“Art helps bring understanding, community, peace, and life. It teaches, reveals,
heals, comforts, and connects,” Joji continues. “Art has the power to bring changes
in people and societies as well. On a daily basis, it offers new perspectives and
has the power to help us better understand the world close and at large and feel
connected. I clearly have some strong feelings about the importance and power of
art. Can you tell?”
Joji urges aspiring artists to be authentic. “Don’t be bound by structures, laws,
or perceptions of what art “should” be. Be passionate, daring, and above all,
genuine and authentic. Be yourself.”
Getting settled into her residency space at 4WTC, Joji is looking forward to
discovering everything that the city has to offer. “But for now, the artists’ floor at the
World Trade Center has to be my number one.” DT
For more information on the Silver Arts Project, visit silverart.org.
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PALLE, PHOTOGRAPHED at the 2022
Formula E Race in Red Hook, Brooklyn.

Forward
THINKER

Julia Pallé, Formula
E’s Chief Sustainability
Director, speaks about its
mission and future.

THE MISSION OF FORMULA E RACING is to inspire in others
the possibility of a more sustainable lifestyle, says Palle.

event’s perspective, and then based on that trying to amplify our impact by
working with the local community and creating a positive economic impact
by working with local businesses, and then also creating a positive impact
by working with our teams and our partners.

photography by Cade Callen

CC: Do you see Formula E as linked to a larger mission to fundamentally
transform the social and economic fabric of the global economy?
JP: Yeah, I mean, the mission and the vision of Formula E is very holistic
and centered around its purpose. It’s clearly to accelerate sustainable
human progress. And by that it’s really how we use our sport to inspire
people to live a more sustainable lifestyle, but also to showcase that living
a sustainable lifestyle is not less. So it’s not feeling like a compromise. It’s
actually about feeling better because you do whatever you used to do, but
in a more efficient and sustainable way.
CC: How is Formula E ensuring that its lithium ion batteries are
ethically sourced?
JP: It’s something that we’ve been paying a lot of attention to, especially for
the manufacturing of the new car, the Gen3 that is going to be out in just
a couple of months. We’ve actually requested the battery manufacturer
to provide us with certificates to ensure that the way the minerals that go
into the cells, that then go into the batteries, are mined in a safe, ethical
way, from a social and environmental perspective. We’re really concerned
and conscious about the fact that there is a lot of mining that is not done
in the right ways and impacts the local communities negatively or utilizes
bad labor practices. We want to be very clear and very sure that this is not
involved in the making of our batteries.

FORMULA E RACING, the globe-trotting electric motor sport that has
grown in popularity since first introduced in 2011, was born out of both a
desire to “humanize the sport again,” and “change the perception of electro
mobility,” says Alberto Longo, Chief Championship Officer and co-founder
of Formula E. Remarking on Gen3, Formula E’s latest electric car. “We’re
talking about the most efficient technology in the world. So basically, that
car (Gen3) is going to be capable of producing 40% of the energy that it
consumes while it’s racing.” That’s a whole lot of efficiency.
At the heart of this technology, and Formula E’s mission, is an
abiding commitment to sustainability. Despite being embraced across
American corporations, sustainability as a practice which signifies
large scale corporate responsibility to protect the environment, is
still in its infancy. We sat down with Julia Pallé, Formula E’s chief
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sustainability director, to chat about how she accelerates Formula E’s
sustainable mission forward.
Cade Callen: How did you find yourself pursuing a career in
sustainability consulting?
Julia Palle: I was always very interested in sustainability. I started my
secondary studies just after the subprime crisis, and at that time, there was
a lot of discussion around sustainability as a way forward for our economies
to thrive again. And, for me, it was fascinating to actually think that there
was a way to thrive from an economic perspective, protect the planet, and
also care about people. So I decided to go to a business school that would
actually provide classes on sustainability, and I was very lucky because the
program I attended in France was one of the first ones to actually teach us

sustainability, and corporate social responsibility. I initially wanted to do
finance and then I realized it was a bit too boring for me. So I was like, I’m
going to be a sustainability expert, but I’m going to focus my expertise on
businesses because I really understand how private businesses work.
CC: What would you say your strategy is when it comes to designing
sustainable events?
JP: I think we’ve been really taking a step by step approach, initially
focusing on the environmental impact of our events, and trying to
understand what the key impacting areas of our events are, and
implementing consistent policies on each and every single event, i.e. waste
management, trying to phase out of single use plastics, using renewable
energy and so on and so forth. So all of these are important steps from the

CC: Are there any urban infrastructure projects that excite you these
days in terms of what cities around the world are doing to become more
green friendly?
JP: Yeah. Well, I mean, it’s amazing because we obviously have the
opportunity to race in different major cities around the world. And what
we see is that they all have similar challenges, but very different and
unique responses to those challenges. In London, in just a couple of
weeks, we’ll have our first conferencing platform, with a panel on how
cities are really advancing the agenda around netzero carbon futures,
and, they will be able to share their stories on how they really have clear
policy goals and also they can use events and businesses, ask for money,
and support them in developing those policies and bringing them to
life in their city to benefit their citizens. So, it’s really important for us to
provide this variety of perspectives and solutions, and to be able to try
and share with them what we have found to be the best practices, and
also the lessons we’ve learned. DT
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THAT’S a

Wrap!

The DOWNTOWN team shares its picks for the
best gifts for your loved ones this holiday season.
by Lorem

Tech & Gear
PORSCHE TAYCAN TURBO S Porsche’s first foray
into the world of consumer electric mobility, the
Porsche Taycan Turbo S boasts 750 horsepower and
a range of up to 278 miles. Going from 0-60 in as
little as 2.6 seconds, the Porsche Taycan Turbo S
comes in a sedan and wagon. porsche.com

APPLE IPAD AIR The new iPad Air with M1 chip
and 5G has a 10.9 inch liquid retina display and
comes in five colors. Compatible with the Magic
Keyboard and Apple Pencil, the iPad Air is a great
to-go work machine. apple.com

TUMI 19 DEGREE 4 Wheel Carry On Suitcase As
part of their 150th anniversary, Bloomingdale’s
has partnered with more than 300 brands to
create an exclusive collection of items to
commemorate the occasion. Travel in style with
Tumi’s carry on. bloomingdales.com
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SUPER73 S2 The Super73 S2 is an electric bicycle with 40+ miles of range at 20 mph of full
electric throttle. Coming in five different colors, the Super73 S2 Moto-Style tires, front
suspension, a removable battery and an integrated LED light. super73.com

MUJJO introduces its best
ever leather cases and leather
wallet cases, designed for the
iPhone 14. In addition to
offering protection from
everyday knocks and bumps,
these cases include new
machined metal buttons to
optimise responsiveness.
mujjo.com
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ALLBIRDS WOOL RUNNER The
Allbirds Wool Runners are made from
soft Marino wool and sugar cane,
which makes for a comfortable shoe
you can wear all day. allbirds.com

HERMES BIRKIN 25 ROCK is effortlessly chic, enabling you to
travel in style to work or around the globe. hermes.com

HERMES SCARF is an iconic work of art, constantly evolving thanks to the
new designs and color combinations offered each season. Made in France;
this one is designed by Dimitri Rybaltchenko. hermes.com
LEVI’S SHERPA TRUCKER JACKET A sherpa lined take on the
original Trucker Jacket. It’s a combination of a classic look and
cozy inner lining for a great all around jacket. levi.com

Apparel
MERRY PEOPLE’S unisex vegan rain
boots from Australia are 100%
waterproof, made with natural rubber
and lined with 4-millimeter neoprene,
which adds warmth and comfort to the
entire shoe. Perfect for working in the
garden, walking the dog at the park,
dancing the night away at an outdoor
festival. merrypeople.com

PAUL FAN inspires us all to be bold this holiday season with his Amber Blouse crafted in
his exclusive Thistle print. Amber features a relaxed silhouette with nipped in waist and
peplum detail. The pleated sash with ruffle edges ties off center to accentuate the waist,
while pleated oversized shoulders complete the dramatic silhouette.
paulfannewyork.com/shop/p/amber-mustard-thistleprint
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TOMMY BAHAMA AND K9WEAR have
teamed together to create a collection
of harnesses and apparel for your pup.
Choose from two signature Tommy
Bahama items – and there are
“pajamas” to match with the brand’s
Holiday Family PJ offering and the
Tommy Bahama signature Aruba HalfZip Sweatshirt. tommybahama.com,
k9wear.com
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Jewelry
TIFFANY AND CO KNOT RING: YELLOW GOLD W/ DIAMONDS That iconic blue box.
The Tiffany Knot Collection symbolizes the power of relationships. This ring is perfect
for a loved one as the gold and diamonds embody both the strength and the beauty
of any relationship. tiffany.com

Gadgets
PAPERSHOOT CAMERA The Papershoot Camera is an eco-friendly digital camera that simulates the feel of film cameras, without
the costly film strips. It’s design is compact and great for travel. The papershoot comes with 4 different filters and the case is
durable and interchangeable. papershootcamera.com

THE GREAT FROG & CUTLER & GROSS ATELIER have
collaborated to design their first line of eyewear, brought
to life by Iggy Pop. Choose from three styles. Designed
and made in Italy. thegreatfroglondon.com

ALEC NGUYEN @ALECWINNN

LEATHERMAN CURL A compact multitool with 15 different options for
anyone that’s into handy work. The Curl is an engravable tool that has
pliers, a screwdriver was ex-changeable bits, a one handed knife blade,
spring operated scissors, and more. leatherman.com

HERMES H OPTIQUE CUFFLINKS, made from metal with cold gold plated
hardware. Playing with lines and scales, the H Optique line creates the illusion
of an “H” in 3D. Made in France. hermes.com

ALEC NGUYEN @ALECWINNN

THE GREAT FROG OF LONDON has long been heralded for adorning the hands of rock n roll’s elite, with their sterling silver jewelry.
The Soaring Eagle Ring (and matching cuff) is an iconic symbol of freedom and victory. The Great Frog has NYC locations at 72
Orchard Street and 172 Spring Street. thegreatfroglondon.com
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STEELSERIES ARCTIS NOVA PRO WIRELESS HEADPHONES The SteelSeries Arctis Nova Pro
headphones are great for those looking for a new audio experience. These headphones feature
noise canceling features, a retractable microphone, the ability to connect to both your
computer and your phone, and a bass set where the user can customize to their liking. This
headset is great for gamers and those who like great audio. steelseries.com

LEICA SL2 From one of the most sought after camera manufacturers
comes the Leica SL2. Built with materials that resemble the company’s
history of quality, this camera shoots great photos and even has app
compatibility. leica.com
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JONATHAN ADLER ROCKET BOURBON/GIN
DECANTERS Send spirits into orbit with their
retro-rad black and 16-karat gold luster
porcelain decanters. Embellished with bold
suggestions of what to stash in each.
Equipped with hardworking gaskets for
optimal spirit storage. jonathanadler.com

For the home

ABERFELDY 18 Year Old
Limited Edition finished in
Tuscan Red Wine Cask
The fourth cask finish in
this award-winning series,
ABERFELDY 18 Year Old
Limited Edition is infused
with heavy notes of cherry
frangipane and vanilla
spice with flavors of sliced
green peppers and limes
and finishing with soft oak.
Available Oct. 2022.
reservebar.com

CUISINART MIX IT IN SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM MAKER Make soft serve ice
cream at home! Super simple to use: pour in the ingredients and turn the
dial to mix it together. Comes with topping dispensers to easily add your
favorite ice cream toppings. cuisinart.com

THRUGGABLE’S BLACK & WHITE ZEBRA FAUX HIDE RUG Make a
statement with this striking design. Made from a cushioned,
medium-pile polyester and polyurethane material, Ruggable’s
Imperial Zebra Black and White Faux Hide Rug will add a hint of
glamour to your home. Durable, shed-resistant, and machinewashable. Rug colors may vary slightly according to your device
and the lighting in your space. ruggable.com

OONI PIZZA OVEN These outdoor portable pizza ovens will find the neighborhood coming to your home for the taste of brick oven
pizza! Choose from 12 or 16 sizes, multi fuel, wood, or gas ovens. Fast two, have your pizza ready to go in 60 seconds! ooni.com
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ALEX POSAVEC is a NYC based ceramicist who combines amorphous
shapes and design to create beautiful objects for utilitarian use. These
one of a kind, set of 4 small plates combine sea tones and an antique
gold rim. Available by request. Instagram @alex_p_nyc

SEED & MILL ULTIMATE FIT SET includes 1 of each of its certified kosher products: 8oz
boxes of all 5 of its best selling halva flavors, 16oz jars of each of three tahini flavors,
and a bag of Halva Coated Pecans. seedandmill.com

CLASSIC HARBOR LINE’S Cocoa and Carols Holiday Cruise is a great way
to get into the holiday spirit with coworkers or loved ones. The 1.5 hour
cruise sets sail evenings from Chelsea Piers, and will include live musical
performances, complimentary house-made cocoa and cookies, and a
selection of beer, wine, and soda will also be available for purchase, plus
spectacular views of New York City. sail-nyc.com
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Scents
Sensibilities
A DOWNTOWN Q&A WITH THE FRAGRANCE
FOUNDATION’S PRESIDENT LINDA G. LEVY
by Kayla Eddy photography by The Fragrance Foundation

THE BO SIGNATURE COLLECTION set
featuring the nourising parfume Primer,
Agua de Santos, La Mar, and Espíritu.

NOMAD BY BAND NO. 9
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FOUNDED IN 1949, the Fragrance Foundation has fought for diversity,
equity, and inclusion in the fragrance industry for more than 70 years.
They work to nurture talent and celebrate creativity, and are committed
to “ensuring that the fragrance industry truly reflects – and represents
– all communities through access, educational resources, mentorship,
professional development and recruitment initiatives,” according to the
Foundation’s President, Linda G. Levy.
With the holiday season fast approaching, the Fragrance Foundation
has brought together some of the best fragrances from New York, Miami,
and LA for you.

appreciation for the world of fragrance and driving diversity, equity and
inclusion forward.

Kayla Eddy: What is the Fragrance Foundation’s mission?
Linda G. Levy: As the premier resource for industry expertise,
innovation, and education, The Fragrance Foundation’s mission is to
inspire the world to discover the artistry and passion of fragrance.
To achieve this, the Fragrance Foundation is devoted to nurturing talent,
celebrating the creativity of perfumers, engaging consumers to increase

The Fragrance Foundation is 100% committed to driving and fostering
DEI in the industry, and #FragranceForwardTFF, we are proactively
working to inspire new and diverse talent to enter the world of
fragrance – and to build lasting, sustainable careers. DT

KE: How do you promote diversity, inclusivity in the industry?
LGL: Our signature DEI initiative, #FragranceForwardTFF is The
Fragrance Foundation’s sweeping diversity, equality and inclusion
initiative. It’s our commitment to ensuring that the fragrance industry
truly reflects – and represents – all communities through access,
educational resources, mentorship, professional development and
recruitment initiatives.

For more information on The Fragrance Foundation, visit fragrance.org
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SHORT
&
SWEET
NYC director/writer
Alexandra Vino writes a
short satire film, Green Kola,
during the pandemic, and
the awards are coming in.

GREEN KOLA has already received
awards for Best Short at the
Paris Independent Film Festival and
Best Short Mockumentary at
The Manhattan Film Festival.
The cast (L-R): David Cotteblanche,
Katherine Wallach, Alexandra Vino,
Antoine Verglas, Lera Loeb,
Dan Simon, and Michael Pusharsky.

THE PANDEMIC FORCED MANY OF US TO ENDURE AN EXTENDED
PERIOD OF TIME BEING HOMEBOUND, eyes sometimes glazing
at a barrage of televised celebrity endorsements. New York actress
Alexandra Vino saw an opportunity to turn the lemons of time into
lemonade, writing the comedy short, Green Kola. It revolves around
an America’s sweetheart type actress, Nina Finch, and her team of
cohorts that help her along in showbiz. The film was shot over the
course of three days during the pandemic, at photographer Antoine
Verglas’s studio. Verglas, renowned for his work photographing
supermodels such as Claudia Schiffer and Stephanie Seymour, is the
Executive Producer.
The film has already garnered acclaim, including Best Short at
the Paris Independent Film Festival, Best Short Mockumentary at
The Manhattan Film Festival. It also opened the LA Shorts Festival
(meaning Oscar and BAFTA eligibility), and played at the Beliff-Be Epic
London International Film Festival. “Mind you, we were not vying for
this or expecting this! I think we are all pleasantly surprised! But not
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by Linda Sheridan photography by Serge Kass

THAT surprised,” Vino laughs.
“Green Kola is a satire film, exposing the behind the scenes nature
of Hollywood, fashion, and marketing, in a comedic way,” says Vino. “To
shine a light on a bit of the ridiculousness we all live by. It’s funny when
we tell the truth. Especially when the truth is a bit absurd.”
Vino, who herself began in commercials, later worked in films,
including the world of Bollywood, and on films on HBO, CBS, Netflix
“with amazing directors like Steve McQueen, Joe Dante, and Peter Berg.
I always observed all my directors.”
Her passion to direct grew. “I am also a member of The Actors
Studio, which is such an iconic place. This is where the deepest part
of my learning has come from. In 2016 I directed my first short film
and it won two awards at The Chelsea Film Festival in NYC. After
that, I directed a myriad of music videos and a multicam pilot at
Sony Pictures. Directing has come to me a bit more organically than I
expected, because I just love to create. I love collaboration.”
Part of the project was inspired by Vino’s connection with Lera Loeb,

the film’s producer. The two shared a passion for cinema. “We spoke
about making something, and after I met Antoine [Verglas] and everyone
in the studio I thought, let’s make a film and use everyone who’s here
now. It was pretty much a ghost town in NYC. Everything had been
closed for a long time, and we were all a group who always saw each
other and felt it to be just as safe if there was a camera there too!”
Verglas agrees. “It was a great learning experience, but also a great
collaboration. Lera Loeb has been my studio manager for many years. I
was happy to work closely with Alexandra Vino. The rest of the cast and
the hair and makeup team have been terrific.” Verglas also has worked
in the film business in France, on a multitude of commercials, “and even
hosted a tv show [on music and movies] on Channel 5. “At the time,
Sylvio Berlusconi owned the channel…I had the chance to interview
numerous French artists of the music and movie industry.”
“I had a ball working with everyone,” adds Vino. “Katherine [Wallach]
and Dan [Simon] , I have worked with for a decade, so we were super
happy to be together! Katherine is an incredible actress whom I first

met at The Actors Studio. Dan Simon is a do it all man. He writes, directs,
acts, camera work, editing! He’s my first call on most things. Antoine and
Lera, I was also very happy with their performances. I felt they trusted
me. I knew Antoine would be great, he has that joie de vivre.”
Even renowned runway hairstylist David Cotteblanche, got in on the
act, bringing added laughs. “David Cotteblanche did such a great job.
He has true light that shines, and his personality is everything. We all
knew he would come in and nail it, and he did!”
What’s in store for Nina Finch? “We are shooting the next short piece
in November in NYC. We are super excited, as the plot thickens for Nina,
and all of the cast is woven throughout the feature. This next piece is
called “Tie Me In.” The feature is written, and financing has been coming
in! Once we finish this last round of raising, we will finish the whole film!
This story wants to be told... it’s telling us what it needs.” DT
For more information on Green Kola and other upcoming projects, visit
alexandravinoarts.com, antoineverglas.com, and leraloebfilms.com.
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TRAVEL
the diligence of their Executive Chef Jerome
Picca, and the synergy he has with this team,
preparing consistently divine dishes, with the
right care and attention to detail, from where
to shop daily for farm fresh ingredients, to
making sure guests dietary needs are met.
Picca, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of
America, joined the Edson Hill team in 2021.
Prior to moving to Vermont, Picca made his
culinary mark in Boston, owning and operating
several restaurants.
“We hope for our guests that they will
appreciate the high level we put on the
experience, while being simple and genuine,”
says Stacy. “We want them to appreciate the
decor which we feel is a nice blend of old,
classic ski town Vermont with an elegant twist.
We want them to appreciate the carefully
prepared food and drinks along with genuine,
friendly and respectful hospitality. We want
them to enjoy the property’s natural beauty, ski
trails, swimming pool and pond, get outside and
experience the Green Mountain air. We want
them to leave with a hankering to come back.”

GREEN

Mountain
DREAM

Edson Hill, the family-run resort
in Stowe, Vermont, offers a luxurious
retreat in a natural setting.

For more information and reservations
visit edsonhill.com.

PHOTO COURTESY OF EDSON HILL
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EDSON HILLS Executive
Chef, Jerome Picca.
PHOTO BY ELLEN ROSS / THE LIGHT AND COLOR

DAYTRIPS

by Linda Sheridan

AFTER A HECTIC WORK SCHEDULE putting
the finishing touches on DOWNTOWN’s
summer issue, I had the opportunity for a brief
respite at the distinguished luxury resort Edson
Hill in Stowe, Vt. It also happened to mark my
first time in Vermont. I couldn’t have asked for
a more beautiful introduction to summer, or
this lush green state, magnified by the charm
of Edson Hill.
Considered by many for generations as
THE premiere skiing destination in the United
States, Stowe, Vt., even in the summer months,
is quite picturesque, surrounded by the Green
Mountains, Mount Mansfield its highest peak.
It offers a multitude of outdoor recreational
activities, from hiking, mountain biking, fishing,
and camping, amongst other sports. Edson Hill
is only minutes away by car, a romantic getaway,
where guests can come to relax year round,
take advantage of the great outdoors, and feast
on exquisite farm-to-table cuisine.
Set on 38 sprawling acres, Edson Hill dates
back to 1940, when it was built as a private
residence and a summer escape for a Denver
mining heir. Most recently, the property was
acquired in 2014 by three Boston based
families, whose vision was to keep Edson Hill a
full-service boutique inn and restaurant, with
luxe interiors designed by Gauthier-Stacy Inc,
from Boston, MA. Clearly, their intuition was on
point, as they continue to hold the #1 spot on

ERIK AND JESSE STACY,
amiable owners of Edson Hills.

TripAdvisor for inns in Stowe, VT.
The amiable husband and wife team, Jesse
Stacy and Erik, who are also parents to two
daughters, make managing the luxury property
seem effortless; yet, visitors will quickly realize
the volume of effort and care that is put in
daily to make sure things run smoothly, from
manicuring property grounds, minding the
Nordic Center, where several horses they’ve
adopted over time are cared for, to preparing
any of the 22 custom-designed rooms, with
names such as Carpe Diem (mine), Be Positive,
to Today is the Day and other uplifting titles, for
arriving guests. Each of the 15 guesthouse rooms
features a private, exterior entrance, and either
a wood-burning or a gas fireplace. Guests can
choose to stay in one of the guesthouse rooms
split over four hillside guesthouses, or stay in
closer proximity, at the Manor House.
In the winter months, guests (and the public)
can rent skis, boots, poles, and snowshoes at the
Nordic Center, and take advantage of six miles of
groomed cross country ski trails and three miles
of snowshoe trails, all on property.
“We thought growing up in a ski town would
be very good for our two girls, who were seven
and five at the time,” said Erik Stacy. “We actually
posed the question to them: Do you want to
move to Stowe? “YES!” What about seeing your
grandmother and relatives, etc. “They can come
visit.” What about all your friends? “We can

make new friends.” Jesse and I looked at each
other pretty surprised and said, “Guess we’re
moving!” It has been a fun, yet challenging, and
also rewarding seven years.”
With stunning views of a sparkling pond
and luscious green acreage for days, Edson
Hill is also the perfect place for a destination
wedding. Allison Casey, their Event Sales
Manager & Marketing Manager, helps couples
plan everything from A-Z, to create their dream
wedding- from choosing a tent, food, flowers,
service, photography, putting couples at ease.
Stowe residents, as well as Edson Hill guests,
are lucky to take advantage of The Dining Room
at Edson Hill. Under the helm of Executive Chef
Jerome Picca, The Dining Room is open to the
public for dinner, as well as guests (but only
guests are treated to onsite breakfast, included
with one’s stay.) There are multiple dining
options onsite-the Tavern Patio, the Dining
Room, as well as the Dining Room Upper Patio.
On chilly evenings, throws are offered to guests
to keep cozy. During the summer months,
guests can enjoy live music performances on
the lawn. For nightcaps, make sure to take a seat
at the bar for a cocktail or two. The Thyme after
Thyme was a bonafide smash, with Bar Hill Gin,
St. Germaine, thyme honey, and lime.
I’d venture to say my dining experience at
Edson Hill was one of the best I ever had, for
the eye as well as the palate. It’s a testament to

STOWE Get a day pass to ski or snowboard
in Stowe, just minutes away from Edson Hill
by car. stowe.com
HILL FARMSTEAD BREWERY Established
in 2010, Hill Farmstead Brewery, with its
picturesque outdoor picnic area, is regarded
as the best brewer in Vermont, and continues
to be rated one of the best breweries in
the world, with an online shop. Lots of sour
selections. Try the Edward! hillfarmstead.com
BEN & JERRY’S The beloved ice cream
EDSON HILL has 22 custom-designed
luxury theme rooms.
PHOTO BY LUV PHOTOGRAPHY

factory is just 19 miles from Edson Hill, and
open for tours. benjerry.com.
WELL HEELED Looking for a great getaway
pair of shoes, or a sweater for the weekend?
Just a couple of minutes away from Edson
Hill, Well Heeled offers a chic selection of
women’s shoes, clothing, and accessories.
wellheeledstowe.com

CHECK IT OUT!

THE CELLARS
at Jasper Farm,
aerial view.

CELLARS AT JASPER HILL /
JASPER HILL FARM
About an hour’s drive from Edson Hill,
Jasper Hill has innovative cellars where
artisanal cheeses are produced and caveripened. You can shop for their cheeses
online. Though only currently offering
virtual tours, plans are in the works for
walk through tours in the future.
jasperhillfarm.com
THEDTMAG NYC | LA | MIA FALL 2022
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THE GUAYCURA BOUTIQUE HOTEL BEACH
CLUB & SPA, LOCATED IN A CHARMING,
19th century brick building in the heart of
Todos Santos is the perfect homebase for an
adventure down south. Only 30 minutes away
from the airport in La Paz and a 50 minute
drive from the Los Cabos Airport, Guaycura
is easily accessible no matter where you’re
traveling from. Recognized by Mexico’s National
Institute of Anthropology and History as a
historic and artistic structure, this jewel features
14 spacious rooms impeccably decorated with
Mexican-inspired decor, and a world-class staff
dedicated to pampering guests for a truly oneof-a-kind experience.
The property offers exclusive access to
the El Faro Beach Club & Spa, Todos Santos’
own little slice of paradise. You could spend
days at El Faro alone, lounging by the infinity
pool, indulging in luxurious spa treatments,
and enjoying piña coladas as you take in the
incredible views of the coast.
Though the spas and beaches here are
nothing short of breathtaking, we’d be remiss to
leave out the incredible culinary experiences
the area has to offer. The El Mirador Oceanview
Restaurant serves a menu of Mediterranean and
Mexican Haute Cuisine made with ingredients
traditional to the Todos Santos region.
Celebrated Chef Ernesto Torres runs the show,
crafting unique dishes that showcase freshly
picked produce and classic Mexican flavors,
along with his own creative touches. Enjoy
delicious plates of Chef Torres’ masterpieces
and take in the stunning scenery as the sun dips
below the waves of the Pacific Ocean, painting
the sky with an unforgettable sunset.
The amazing dining doesn’t stop at just El
Mirador. For a hearty breakfast before a day of
adventuring, hit up La Garita, a locally-owned
oasis for authentic Mexican eats. La Garita is

The Magic of

TODOS SANTOS
As chilly fall weather descends on New York, nothing
calls louder than the warm, beautiful beaches of
Mexico. For a getaway that combines lavish relaxation
and adventurous immersions into rich, local
culture, Todos Santos is the ideal excursion.
by Lauryn Starke
Photography courtesy of The Guaycura Boutique Hotel Beach Club & Spa

both inviting and exciting, embodying the heart
of the local culture. If you plan on staying in for
the day, The Guaycura Hotel’s Sky Lounge Bar
provides a trendy, yet easy-going atmosphere to
unwind. Sip on refreshing cocktails and glasses
of wine as you chat with your travel companions
and observe expansive views of the surrounding
town, ocean, and mountains.
Day trips are what make vacations so
memorable, and a journey to Espiritu Santo
Island is sure to leave a lasting impression.
Espirutu Santo is home to gorgeous natural
landscapes, with scenic wonders including
pristine beaches and volcanic rock formations.
Not only is the island a haven for nature, but
it’s also recognized as both a UNESCO World
Natural Heritage Site and National Park.
With Todos Santos Eco Adventures, take a
boat ride across the stunning Sea of Cortez and
snorkel beneath the waves for a closer look at
the region’s vibrant marine life. On the tour, you’ll
explore astonishing sea caves and encounter
colonies of sea lions – including adorable baby
pups if you’re lucky like us! On the island itself,
Espiritu Santo has endless activities, from hiking
to stand-up paddle boarding.
What truly sets this destination apart from the
rest is the character of the town and those who
call it home. As you stroll through Todos Santos,
you’ll pass plenty of lovely boutiques, galleries,
restaurants, and friendly locals that bring the
streets to life. Dive into the rich history of the area
on a tour of the town, and be transported back to
the times of Columbus and Cortez. Though this
quaint town is growing in popularity, it maintains
the slow, old-world charm of a traditional
Mexican village.
When it’s finally time to pack up your bags
and return to the States, don’t be surprised if
a little piece of your heart stays behind in the
magical town of Todos Santos. DT

THE BEACH CLUB FEATURES an infinity pool with a
zero-carbon footprint, a poolside seafood grill and bar,
and a wellness spa with various relaxing treatments.
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PARADISE IN

Puerto Vallarta
The Villa Premiere Boutique Hotel
is an idyllic, adults-only
beachfront destination.
by Lauryn Starke photography courtesy of Villa Premiere

IT MAY BE AUTUMN, BUT IF YOU’RE DREAMING OF BLUE SUMMER
SKIES AND ICE-COLD COCKTAILS BY THE COAST, it may be time to
book your next getaway to the stunning beaches of Puerto Vallarta.
Whether you’re booking a girls’ trip, a romantic holiday, or flying solo, The Villa Premiere Boutique Hotel & Romantic Getaway in
Puerto Vallarta promises a stay full of luxurious relaxation. This allinclusive, adults-only retreat is in a prime location on the beautiful
beaches of Banderas Bay. As you enter the lobby, guests are greeted
with cocktails and a complimentary chair massage that can only be
described as heavenly.
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Once you find your way to your room, the Villa continues to impress.
Each room is decorated with breezy, light hues and elegant accent
pieces, including a private balcony with marvelous views of the ocean.
To create a sense of tranquility, the hotel offers a scent menu for in-room
aromatherapy, so guests can envelop themselves in calming fragrances
during their stay. The intimate aura of the space is so peaceful and inviting that you might find yourself staying in for a day of mimosas and room
service, while wrapped up in a pillow-soft bathrobe.
After venturing out of the suite, you’ll find there’s plenty to do without
even leaving the hotel property. Center yourself with a peaceful yoga session on the beach and take a dip in the infinity pool when you’re ready to
cool off. The Mind & Soul Spa is the perfect place to refresh and renew,
offering treatments like massages, facials, and detoxifying steam and
sauna rooms. Spend a beach day in style lounging in a lavish Bali Bed as
your every need is catered to by the hotel’s wonderfully attentive staff.
The dining experiences at The Villa Premiere Boutique Hotel are
divine, featuring a variety of restaurants with dishes that will captivate
your tastebuds (and make for some enviable Instagram posts). Enjoy
lunch at La Ceiba under an oversized palapa roof against a picturesque
backdrop of the Pacific Ocean. For dinner, indulge in an innovative take
on traditional Mexican cuisine at Murales, or try out the truly gourmet
dishes at La Corona. Lovebirds can reserve an intimate, three-course
dinner on the beach, complete with a bottle of champagne to toast to an
unforgettable sunset over the waves.
If all that relaxation leaves you feeling restless, the town of Puerto
Vallarta invites you to explore the hidden gems that make it a must-see
destination. Just a few blocks from the hotel is El Malecon, a beautiful
boardwalk along the shore of the city’s vibrant downtown. As you stroll
through town, peruse countless local shops and restaurants to immerse
yourself in the local Mexican culture. Make your way to the Plaza de
Armas, the political and cultural center of the city, where lively music and
dancing fills the street. Before heading back to the hotel, marvel at a vivid
mural by famous local artist Manuel Lepe at City Hall.
For an excursion that transports you into a slower, simpler time, take
the journey to the lovely village of Yelapa. Only accessible by boat, Yelapa
is a sanctuary from the hustle and bustle of modern life. The locals are
the charm of this quaint village, from friendly tour guides to the women
who walk the beaches selling Yelapa’s famed “Chacha Pies.” There’s no
shortage of activities here either – horseback riding, paragliding, snorkeling, and jungle expeditions are just a few that come to mind. Taste a
glass of “Raicilla,” the local’s home-brewed moonshine, and relax on the
cove’s golden sand beach.
Not only is Yelapa a peaceful escape, but it’s one of the Mexican
Coast’s most breathtaking natural beauties. The surrounding jungle is
home to a thriving, diverse population of wildlife, including iguanas and
parrots, and the sea is full of colorful fish and other aquatic creatures.
Just outside of town, the majestic Yelapa Waterfall, standing over 150 feet
tall, cascades into a sparkling pool below. On the boat ride back to Puerto
Vallarta, you’ll catch an incredible view of the mountains of Sierra Madre
Occidental in all their glory.
Your time in Puerto Vallarta will leave you refreshed and invigorated,
and though it may be difficult to say goodbye, its brilliant beaches will
always welcome you back for more. DT
For more information and reservations to Villa Premiere Boutique Hotel
and Romantic Getaway, visit premiereonline.com.mx

THE MIND AND SOUL SPA is the perfect place to refresh
and renew, offering treatments like massages, facials, and
detoxifying steam and sauna rooms.
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CARE

&REPAIR

Dermatologist Dr. Amy Lewis shares insights
in repairing our skin from summer damage,
as well as fall maintenance treatments.
by Kayla Eddy

NATIONALLY RENOWNED DERMATOLOGIST
AND DOWNTOWN BOARD MEMBER DR.
AMY LEWIS specializes in laser and cosmetic
dermatology. As summer turns to fall, and cold
temperatures not far behind, Dr. Lewis urges
that it’s important to make sure our skin is
ready for the drastic changes in the weather,
just as much as we are.
While the summer heat and humidity will
likely lead you to use a light-weight moisturizer,
the same product isn’t the best for the colder
winter temperatures. Dr. Lewis says, “One of
easiest changes you can make is to ensure you
are using a heavier/ more emollient moisturizer.
If you are using a moisturizing lotion or gel,
switching to a cream formulation may be better
in the winter months.”
Dr. Lewis also recommends exfoliating
during the winter months, but not too often.
“Exfoliation is always a good way to remove
dead skin cells leaving a more refreshed look.
But take it easy and don’t over-exfoliate during
the cold months. Gentle exfoliation and no more
than 1-2 times per week is best.”
Sun protection is still key even in the winter.
As Dr. Lewis stresses making sure to include
SPF in your skincare routine because sun
damage is a year-round threat.
Speaking of sun damage, now is the perfect
time to help heal your skin from any damage
sustained during the summer season. “Using
topical retinoids will help turn over your skin
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cells more quickly to reveal fresh skin.” Chemical
peels at the dermatologist’s office are another
option which takes much less time.
More repairing treatments include topical
agents like antioxidants, DNA repair enzymes,
bleaching creams, and Topical Vitamin C. One
bleaching cream recommended by Dr. Lewis
is Cyspera, “ a newer non irritating “bleaching
agent” that can be used nightly as a 15 minute
application before washing your skin.”
For DNA repair enzymes, “Photozyme has
DNA repair enzymes ultra rich moisturizer
which can be paired with their VITC, antioxidant
solution with an added DNA repair agent.”
“If you are noticing a lot of skin discoloration,
brown sun-spots, or redness that does not
go away, lasers or devices will most likely be
needed in addition to the above to achieve skin
clearance. Hot off the presses, and clearly on
the cutting edge, is a new laser to the market
by Acclaro named UltraClear. It is safe for all
skin types, which is a major win for those with
darker skin. Their 3DMiracl treatment requires
no anesthesia and can be done in less than 15
minutes. Aside from some slight dryness and
peeling for a few days, there is no downtime.
This machine also offers 4 modalities to address
those with more extensive skin damage who
need a more aggressive approach to reverse
the effects of sun exposure, aging or acne scars.”
One of the best ways to rejuvenate postsummer skin is through laser treatments, and
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fall and winter are a great time to do these
procedures because you must avoid excessive
tanning and sunlight afterwards.
“Using topical agents and chemical peels
can improve your skin, but lasers are a much
quicker and more effective way to achieve
better looking skin. Persistent redness is also
difficult to improve solely with topical agents,”
Dr. Lewis said.
Labeled as the gold standard by Dr. Lewis
are vascular lasers like the V-Beam. “Intense
pulsed light (IPL) is also a good choice and can
be effective in treating redness as well as brown
sun- spots without any downtime. Coolpeel,
Fraxel, and Yag and Piqo lasers are also very
effective in reducing hyperpigmentation.
SmoothGlo™ by Lumenis is a newer, innovative
treatment approach that combines both IPL and
microneedling RF that targets both discoloration
and wrinkling or texture at the same time.”
As always, it is important to consult with
your dermatologist about the benefits these
procedures could have for your specific
skin type. DT
For more information, or to schedule a
consultation, visit amyblewismd.com

Follow Dr. Lewis on Instagram
@lewisdermatology
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